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A place like no other
Welcome to
UHI Moray
more history

We officially opened on the 16th November
1971 as Elgin Technical College and since then
have undergone a number of transformations
over the last 50 years to what we are today - part
of the University of the Highlands and Islands
(UHI), which itself celebrated 10 years of serving
the community on 1st February 2021.

more collaboration

Ours is a different kind of institution for a
unique part of Scotland. We are one of 12
institutions that make up UHI, sharing their ethos
and commitment to higher education while
responding to the needs of the local community
with entry level, vocational and professional
training.

more support

We are an inclusive organisation, open to people
from all backgrounds and with diverse needs.
We recognise that all our students benefit from
some kind of support, and that different people
want to be supported in different ways. We offer
a number of key services promoting a culture of
listening and encouragement.

Start your journey
with UHI Moray

Principal's Welcome
David Patterson

Hi! Thanks for thinking of studying with UHI Moray.
UHI Moray is both the local community college and
base for UHI in Moray, Scotland’s fully tertiary university
that is located right across the northern half of the
country.
We work closely with our local schools, employers,
and stakeholder groups in Moray to bring you the right
courses to help take you from where you are now to
where you want to be. We’re able to give you access,
not just to our own lecturers and support staff here in
Moray, but also to the expertise and talents of our UHI
colleagues across this vast region.
Different people come to study with us for many
different reasons, but what they all have in common is
that they are looking to gain the knowledge, skills, and
experience they need to progress to the next stage of
their life. So, whether you’re looking to equip yourself
for a new career, to start your own business, or simply
to prepare yourself for a higher level of learning, we
have a great selection of study routes here for you to
choose from.

Choose UHI Moray and you’ll be joining a
community of over 5,000 full time, part time
and online students studying hundreds of
courses, from National Certificates and
Highers through to degree and postgraduate
qualifications.

Moray is a fantastic place to live, work and study, with
easy access to stunning natural resources including
the picturesque coastline along the Moray Firth and
the mountainous Cairngorms, the UK’s largest National
Park. You will be living and working in a safe, welcoming
and vibrant community that also plays host to some
world-famous brands and companies that started life
here. We can also offer comfortable accommodation in
our Student Residences, here in Elgin.

You can find more information about UHI Moray on
our website at www.moray.uhi.ac.uk and keep up
to date with news and events through our social
media streams. I hope that you find something in this
Prospectus that meets your needs and fires your
imagination. If there’s any further information you need
to help you make your choice, please don’t hesitate to
contact us.

We offer blended learning that lets you study
when it suits you, on and off campus. We have
courses that last just a few semesters, as well
as degree courses that will keep you busy
for several years. You can study to get a job
or progress in your profession, to move on
to another course, or just for your personal
pleasure and fulfilment. You can enter a
programme or course at any level and get a
recognised and useful qualification after as
little as a year, or stay on and achieve more.
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Entry requirements
and progression routes
We are proud to welcome and support students with a wide range of backgrounds,
qualifications and life experiences. We will do all we can to assist your application, and
to support your needs once you are studying with us. We aim to provide a learning
structure which helps you to reach your goal no matter where you start from. We do
this by being flexible with our entry requirements and offering a range of alternative
progression routes through our courses.

Entry requirements – FAQs

Based on the unique range of courses on offer at the University of the Highlands
and Islands, an offer of a place is not always based on academic ability alone. We
accept a wide range of equivalent qualifications and recognise that there are a
variety of routes through which qualifications may be gained and ways in which
readiness for study may be demonstrated.

What qualifications
do I need?
Information on minimum entry
qualifications are provided in the
summary information on each
individual course page or on our
website. If you do not have the
standard entry requirements, we
would still encourage you to apply.

Do I need to
complete my
qualifications in
one exam sitting?
No, we will accept qualifications
gained over more than one
sitting.

Can I use my qualifications
from another institution?

Yes, you can sometimes receive credit for
qualifications gained from other institutions. For
example: a National Certificate or Higher National
qualification in a relevant subject from another
institution could be used to assist your application
or in some cases could provide exemption from
parts of a BA, BEng or BSc (Hons) degree.

Can I use my work experience
as credit for a course?
Yes, we will accept properly evidenced voluntary and
paid work experience. You may be asked to provide
some additional information with your application
and could also be invited for interview. Course
leaders will give advice on compiling a recognition of
prior learning claim.

Scottish Credit and 						
Qualifications Framework (SCQF)

The SCQF Framework allows you to compare levels across different awards, build a progression route to
your desired qualification, and transfer credit from one award to another. For more information please visit
the SCQF website at: www.scqf.org.uk, to view the interactive version of the Framework.

7
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Progression
routes
In addition to our flexible
entry points, most of
our courses offer a clear
pathway for progression
on to the next level of
qualification, ensuring
that you can achieve your
ambition.

Exit with a
PhD

Postgraduate
Research

Postgraduate
study

Exit with
PgCert,
PgDip, MA,
MBA, MLitt,
MEd, MMus
or MSc

Honours
degree year 4

Exit with
BA (Hons),
BEng (Hons)
or BSc (Hons)

Exit with
HND

Ordinary
degree year 3

Exit with BA,
BEng or BSc

HND
year 2

Degree year 2

Exit with
DipHE

HNC

HND year 1

Degree year 1

1 Higher or
A Level

2 Highers or
A Levels

3+ Highers or
A Levels

This diagram illustrates the
ways you can progress from
one level of study to the next.

Exit with
HNC

Start here with Highers or A Levels, or equivalent

NC / NQ / SVQ

Highers
programme

Exit with
CertHE

Apprenticeships offer alternative
routes to qualification and employment.
They offer high quality work-based
learning, combining both the best of
academic and vocational learning in
one single qualification. Depending
on your level of study, there are three
options: Foundation, Modern and
Graduate:
moray.uhi.ac.uk/ma

Access
course

Start here with National 4/5, Standard Grade,
Intermediate 2, GCSE, or equivalent, or
no qualifications

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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British Sign Language: Introduction
SCQF Level 3

PT

EVE

This award has been designed to appeal to both
hearing and deaf learners. This course will help
you to develop your language skills and enable
you to communicate with British Sign Language
users in various contexts.

Entry requirements
+ No formal academic entry requirements.

You will also develop your understanding of how
sign languages work, and how it differs from
spoken and written languages.
It will also enhance your understanding of
Scotland’s Deaf Community, people and culture.

British Sign Language: Intermediate 1
SCQF Level 4

PT

EVE

If you already use or have a British Sign
Language qualification at introduction level, this
award will help you develop your ability to
communicate clearly, think critically and to use
your own language creatively.

Entry requirements
+ British Sign Language Introduction (SCQF Level 3) or
equivalent/similar qualification OR
+ experience in basic British Sign Language use.

You will also gain a deeper insight into the history
and cultural heritage of British Sign Language.

British Sign
Language

" As a BSL lecturer and a native BSL user I support
students to reach their potential. It is fantastic

working with students and seeing them achieve so
much.

The benefits of learning BSL is that a new skill can
potentially become a second or other language. "

Dominic Ravenscroft
British Sign Language Lecturer

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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British Sign Language: Intermediate 2
SCQF Level 5

EVE

If you already use or have a British Sign
Language qualification, this award will help you to
further develop your skills of communicating
effectively in British Sign Language across a
wider range of personal/social and vocational/
transactional contexts.

Entry requirements
+ Completion of British Sign Language: Intermediate 1

The award will concentrate on the integration of
productive and receptive skills in a way that
reflects their use in real life.
Emphasis will be placed on the development of
skills which enable you to organise and express
ideas in a more coherent way.

British Sign Language: Intermediate 3
SCQF Level 6

EVE

This programme will allow you to develop your
skills of communicating effectively in British Sign
Language.

Entry requirements
+ Completion of British Sign Language: Intermediate 2

You should already have the ability to
communicate in straightforward British Sign
Language and will use this programme to
develop your ability to understand and
communicate in a wider range of contexts.
This programme will concentrate on the
integration of productive and receptive skills in a
way that reflects their use in real life.
Emphasis will be placed on the development of
skills which enable you to organise and express
ideas in a more coherent way.

11
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Future Focus
SCQF Level 4

Entry requirements

FT

This course is designed for those who may be
unsure about their future studies and would like
options to progress into a specific area/course
that you find an interest in.

+ Evidence that you can work at National 4 level in English
and Maths.
+ Alternatively, you can be referred through Secondary
School, SDS or other agencies.

The focus of this course is to give you the
opportunity to sample a range of subject areas,
where you will choose two subjects to study
alongside the core element.

NC Administration
SCQF Level 5/6

FT

PT

This course is designed to provide you with a full
range of experiences which enable you to
embark on a career in Administration.
The course involves practical office work in our
campus model offices.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including English) OR
+ A SCQF Level 4 course.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

Business,
Administration
& Accounting
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BA (Hons)

Accounting
HNC

PT

EVE

HND

FT

PT

These courses, which form the first two years of
the BA (Hons) Accounting and Finance, will give
you an ideal platform for a career in accounting
or financial administration.
You will study a range of subjects which may
include economics, law, statistics,
communications, personal enterprise skills,
personal development planning, and project
management.

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D; preferably in a numeracy-based
subject OR

+ NC Accounting or NC Business (with a minimum passmark
of 70% accounting units) OR
+ Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy, Business
Skills, or Financial Services

Accounting and Finance
This specialised degree provides the underpinning knowledge and technical skills highly sought after
by employers in the accounting and finance sectors. Throughout the course you will cover a wide range
of accounting concepts to provide you with an excellent grounding in the principles of financial and
management accounting using manual and computerised approaches. With small classes offering a
more personal experience of university, this programme is highly practical, encompassing contextual,
theoretical, and technical skills to prepare you for a career in accounting and finance. This degree builds
on industry-recognised HNC/HND courses giving you a good grounding for degree level study.

Structure and entry

Administration and Information Technology
HNC

FT

PT

As a route into the BA (Hons) Business and
Management, this course develops both the
first-line management skills and knowledge
required for office management or supervisory
work, as well as advanced technology skills
relevant to a modern office environment.

Entry requirements

Year 1 HNC
Accounting

+ A relevant NC qualification totalling at least 12 credits OR
+ A Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy or Business
Skills

You will undertake units in IT in business, office
administration, and personal development
planning.

PT

Highers: C; preferably in a numeracy-based subject

A Levels: D; preferably in a numeracy-based subject

Alternatively, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP); NC Business (with 70%
Accounting units); NC Accounting; Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy,
Business Skills, or Financial Services; or other qualifications or experience, will be
considered on an individual basis: see website for details

+ Highers: C; A Levels: D; preferably including English,
Administration, Business, or Accountancy OR
+ A relevant NQ OR

FT

Year 2 HND
Accounting

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Accounting

Year 3 BA

Advanced entry may be possible with the HND Accounting

Year 4 BA (Hons)

You may also choose to study optional areas
such as marketing and personal enterprise skills.

Business
HNC

PT

EVE

HND

FT

PT

As a route into the BA (Hons) Business and
Management, these courses allow you to gain a
range of knowledge and understanding that is
highly sought-after by employers, including:
business fundamentals; marketing; economics;
emergent technologies; IT; communication;
accounting; and management.

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face tutorials and lectures

+ Apply for exemptions from various professional
bodies such as ACCA, CIMA, and AAT

+ Video-conference tutorials and lectures

Entry requirements

+ Online study

Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D OR

+ NC/NQ in Business, Administration, or Accounting at
SCQF Level 5 OR

+ Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy, Financial
Services or Business Skills OR

+ Provides a solid foundation for a career in financial
accounting, management accounting, auditing, tax,
or treasury management

+ Work placement modules in years 2, 3 and 4 are
each accredited with the Scottish Institute for
Enterprise as Level 1 Scottish Innovation Student
Award (SISA) Future Thinker certificate

+ Access to HN Business

The HND builds on the HNC and further develops
business and management concepts and skills.
The HND allows progression to year three of the
BA (Hons) Business and Management.
15
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BA (Hons)

PDA in Information Technology in Business
SCQF Level 7

Business and Management
This course offers named awards in Enterprise, Finance, Human Resource Management, Marketing,
and Tourism. It provides a broad-based business and management qualification introducing you to all
aspects of today’s modern business and the domestic and global environments in which it operates.
Students will access the degree through an HNC in either business, accounting, or administration
and information technology in the first and second years of the degree, with years three and four
specialising in business and management.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE/HNC

FT

+ Communication and IT skills to SCQF Level 5 or equivalent
OR
+ Relevant business or IT NC/SVQ qualification OR
+ Relevant work experience

It has particular emphasis on the use of IT within
a business environment.

PDA in Management Accounting

Highers: C

Alternatively, a relevant NC/NQ or a Foundation Apprenticeship

Year 3 BA

The Professional Development Award (PDA) in
Information Technology in Business at SCQF
Level 7 delivers the skills and knowledge needed
for a range of administrative roles.

Entry requirements

PT

A Levels: D

Year 2 DipHE/HND

PT

Advanced entry may be possible with an HNC Business or HNC Administration and
IT, or HNC Technologies in Business
Advanced entry may be possible with an HND Business or HND Administration and
IT, or HND Technologies in Business

SCQF Level 7

PT

If you're seeking to enter the world of
management accounting or advance your
current accounting position, this professional
development award in Management Accounting
will give you the skills and confidence you need.

Entry requirements
+ Relevant work place experience OR

+ Business related NC qualification OR

+ Communication, numeracy and IT skills to SCQF Level 5
or equivalent

You will study cost accounting and management
accounting using standard accounting software
packages.

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures and tutorials

+ Strong employer links provide opportunities for
experiential learning such as placements, research
projects, live case studies, and guest speakers

+ Video conference lectures and tutorials
+ Online study

+ Work placements

+ As an alternative to your dissertation, you can
undertake a critically evaluated business plan which
can be used to launch a business venture

+ The honours year offers online supported modules,
allowing you the flexibility to take up early employment
opportunities

+ On successful completion, you will be eligible to
apply for Associate membership of the Chartered
Management Institute

PDA in Book-keeping
SCQF Level 7

PT

This professional development award delivers
the essential skills and knowledge for a career in
book-keeping or working in an accounting or
financial administration role.
The PDA courses are quick and cost effective to
deliver, so are ideal for developing the skills of
young people, graduates, and other adult
learners.

Entry requirements
+ Generally, entry is open to any applicant who can
demonstrate, by formal qualification or experience, a
reasonable expectation of successfully completing the
award. It would be beneficial for students to be competent
in Communication, Numeracy and IT skills to SCQF Level 5
+ Please contact student.services.moray@uhi.ac.uk for
details

They are also ideal for Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) so employers can enhance
the skills of their employees.
17
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PDA in Financial Accounting
SCQF Level 7

PT

These 'mini' HE Accounting awards are made up
of four HN units which can either be completed
as stand-alone awards, or can be built on and
lead to full HNC awards.

Responsible Leadership and Management for
Contemporary Business

Entry requirements
+ Some previous accounts knowledge required

+ Please contact student.services.moray@uhi.ac.uk for
details

PDAs are nationally-recognised qualifications,
which can help to enhance the career prospects
of candidates. Attendance is required at classes
on a part-time basis.

PT

This professional development award is aimed at
those working in an office administration role and
aims to further develop knowledge and
experience gained from the workplace.
This award will help you to develop technical and
administrative knowledge relevant to current
administrative practice, develop personal
effectiveness skill and customer care skills. You
will also improve your communication and
presentation techniques using IT and develop an
awareness of legal and regulatory requirements
in an administration environment.

PT

ON

This CPD course is aimed at business managers
or leaders interested in learning leadership and
management through a responsible and ethical
lens. It is designed to help businesses prepare
for a sustainable future in an era focused on
social and environmental responsibility.

Entry requirements
+ Applicants should be working within a leadership
or managerial role and ideally possess Level 6/7
qualifications, such as 2 Scottish Highers at grade C or
above, or equivalent

+ Applicants with other relevant qualifications or experience
will also be considered

Designed in partnership with a globally focused
business to develop key management skills such
as project management, finance, staff motivation
and organisational performance, as well as
leadership and management theories, it also
looks at stakeholder management, innovation,
and future-readiness – all of which is
underpinned by responsible and ethical practice.

PDA in Office Administration
SCQF Level 7

SCQF Level 8

Entry requirements
+ Generally entry is open to any applicant who can
demonstrate, by formal qualification or experience, a
reasonable expectation of successfully completing the
award.

+ It would be beneficial for students to be competent in
communication and IT skills to SCQF Level 5 and possess
good personal and interpersonal skills

The course uses your own workplace as the
learning environment. This is complemented with
online tutorials and video-conference sessions
accessed through the university’s virtual learning
environment (VLE).

+ Please contact student.services.moray@uhi.ac.uk for
details

You can go on to complete other PDAs and work
towards HNC Administration and Information
Technology.

" I have learned so much and achieved far more than I
thought I was capable of when I first started my
HNC in Business at UHI Moray. I’ve had such a

fulfilling and positive experience and would highly
recommend this course.

My lecturer, Allane, encouraged and supported me

throughout the course and continued to mentor me
throughout my master’s degree which I graduated
with distinction. "
19
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Kelly Cormack
MBA Business Administration
(Executive) Graduate
and Business Lecturer

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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MBAs in Business Administration
+ This suite of MBAs is designed to provide leadership and management skills across the areas of
Aviation, Environment, Executive, Renewable Energy and Resilience.
+ The suite has been developed using insight from employers on skills necessary for executives
operating in a challenging global environment, an environment where striving for growth and
opportunity is based on ethical behaviour, appreciation of diversity and ability to adapt to the
demands of a fast-changing world.
+ Each programme will develop your theoretical knowledge, practical wisdom, strategic
managerial and personal skills essential for successful career enhancement in organisations
with a global outlook. They aim to provide you with the comprehensive knowledge, skillset
and understanding required to enable you to become a senior manager or to enhance career
progression to a higher level.
+ Embracing innovation, entrepreneurship and technology, our MBA suite builds on four
underlying pillars and key values:
• Ethical awareness

• Cultural readiness
• Future readiness

• Identifying growth and opportunity

Course Level

Can be studied as

Business Administration (Aviation)

SCQF Level 11

Business Administration (Environment)

SCQF Level 11

Business Administration (Executive)

SCQF Level 11

FT

PT

Business Administration (Renewable Energy)

SCQF Level 11

FT

PT

Business Administration (Resilience)

SCQF Level 11

21
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Computing and Digital Media: Introduction
SCQF Level 5

FT

PT

This course is designed to provide a structured
progression if you are interested in pursuing a
career in the computing and digital media
industry.
You will gain experience and develop a range of
skills and knowledge relating to computer
hardware, website design, programming and
multimedia (using Adobe software).

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s, one of which must be a literacy-based
subject (e.g. English, History, Modern Studies etc.) OR
+ SCQF Level 4 course or equivalent.

+ You may also be invited to attend an interview.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

Computing with Digital Media
SCQF Level 6

FT

PT

This course aims to prepare you for employment
in the computing and digital media industries. It
will strengthen and extend your knowledge within
a broad range of computing and media
disciplines, both practical and theoretical.
You will have the opportunity to develop your
knowledge in a variety of areas, such as
computer hardware & networking, academic
writing, projects and website development.

Entry requirements
+ National 5s at BBDD, one of which must be a literacybased subject (e.g. English, History, Modern Studies, etc.)
OR

+ Introduction to Computing and Digital Media (SCQF Level
5) including the Group Award (12 SQA credits).
+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

This course will help you gain entry level jobs in
the following areas:
+ desktop support

+ network administration
+ software developer

+ mobile applications developer

Computing and
Digital Media
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Computing | Computer Science
HNC

FT

PT

EVE

HND

FT

PT

These courses, which form the first two years of
the BSc (Hons) Computing, will provide you with
useful foundations for a successful career in
computing and technology and allow you to
progress from HNC to HND and onto the degree
programme.
Subjects include: digital skills; professional
practice in computing; network infrastructure;
software development; web development; cyber
security; and artificial intelligence.

25

Digital Design and Web Development
HNC

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D; plus 3 National 5 passes, or
equivalent OR

+ An NC Digital Media Computing; NQ Multimedia
Computing; NQ Computer Technologies; Intermediate 2
Business, Administration and Computing Studies; SVQ
Information Technology OR

+ Foundation Apprenticeship ICT in Software Development
or Hardware/System Support OR

+ A relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP): see
website for fuller details of entry requirements

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

FT

PT

This course, which forms the first year of the BSc
(Hons) Interactive Media, aims to develop the
skills required for the digital media industry.
Successful completion of the HNC can allow
progression to year two (DipHE) and then on to
the third year of the degree programme.

Entry requirements
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D OR

+ NC Computing with Digital Media at SCQF Level 6 OR

+ A Foundation Apprenticeship Creative and Digital Media
+ You may be required to attend an interview

The course will equip you with a broad knowledge
of the principles surrounding the development of
interactive and digital media products, as well as
skills within a number of key areas including
graphic design, 2D animation, web design, app/
game development, and audio/video production
and programming.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BSc (Hons)

BSc (Hons)

Applied Software
Development

Computing
in collaboration with

Are you a creative problem solver, passionate about using your skills to make a positive impact on
the world? If so, this degree will give you the practical skills to tackle problem-based real-world
challenges and the knowledge and hands-on experience to become the type of software developer that
employers are looking for. Developed in collaboration with IBM, this course challenges the way software
development has traditionally been taught. You will work in teams, learning through projects to develop a
portfolio of work, while building employability skills in the technical, business, and project management
side of software development. With mentoring, guest lecturing, and support from IBM, you will be guided
along the career route of a junior developer.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

ON

If you are looking for a successful career in the fast-moving computing industry, this honours degree
is for you. You will gain the knowledge and skills that the sector requires, as well as developing key
personal and intellectual qualities. Designed to meet employers’ requirements, you will be well-equipped
to implement and manage web design and development projects to fruition. In years three and four you
can choose to follow a generic computing degree (BSc (Hons) Computing) or to specialise in software
development or technical support, allowing you to exit with a themed award in either BSc (Hons)
Computing (Software Engineering), or BSc (Hons) Computing (Networking and Cybersecurity). This
degree builds on the industry-recognised HNC and HND.

Structure and entry
Year 1 HNC
Computing

PT

Highers: C

A Levels: D

The above must include 3 National 5 passes, or equivalent

Highers: CCC

Alternatively, a relevant HN computing-based award; NC Digital Media Computing;
NC Multimedia Computing; Intermediate 2 Business, Administration and Computing
Studies; SVQ Information Technology; Foundation Apprenticeship ICT in Software
Development or Hardware/System Support; or Scottish Wider Access Programmes
(SWAP), will be considered: see website for details

A Levels: CC

Alternatively, a Foundation Apprenticeship plus one Higher, or other qualifications
or experience (particularly from those with a creative background), will be
considered
Year 2 DipHE
Year 3 BSc

FT

Advanced entry may be possible with the HND Accounting

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

Year 2 HND
Computer Science

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Computing or other computingbased HNC

Year 3 BSc

Advanced entry may be possible with the HND Computer Science or other
computing-based HND

You must attend a three-day residential bootcamp held at the start of each academic year

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

Study method

Features

Study method

Features

+ Online study and team working: each day will
typically begin with a short team meeting to set
priorities

+ Access the latest technologies, supported by IBM, one
of the largest technology consulting companies in the
world

+ Face-to-face and video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Undertake a team project where you will be involved in
the delivery of an ICT-related product for an external
client

+ Video conference tutorials

+ Learn more about the study method on the
course page of our website

27

+ Benefit from access to a programme of guest
speakers, industry mentors from around the globe,
and the enhanced IBM Cloud

+ Learn how to apply software to real-world challenges
across a wide range of industries and communities

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

+ Online study

+ Contribute to the management, configuration, and
utilisation of live internet servers to provide webbased services

+ Study full-time or part-time to suit your personal
circumstances or study individual modules for
personal or professional development

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BSc (Hons)

Interactive Media
This honours degree aims to give you a professional grounding in the development of interactive and
digital media products, while allowing you the scope to specialise in several key areas and work with
external clients on real industry projects. The term ‘Interactive Media' defines a collection of disparate
technologies which provide a user experience using digital platforms. These range from websites, mobile
apps, software applications, and even interactive installations. Digital content creation goes hand-in-hand
with an understanding of interactive media, and disciplines such as graphic design, 2D/3D animation,
video and audio production. This course will encourage your creativity and entrepreneurial qualities and
also gives you the solid theoretical and technical understanding you need to succeed.

Structure and entry

FT

PT

Year 1 HNC
Digital Design and
Web Development

Highers: C

Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with an appropriate HNC, such as HNC Digital
Design and Web Development or an HNC Interactive Media, with grade D or above in
Graded Unit 2, or equivalent

Year 3 BSc

Advanced entry may be possible with an appropriate HND in a related course, such
as an HND Interactive Media or HND Digital Design and Development, with grade C
or above in the Graded Unit 2, or equivalent

A Levels: D

Alternatively, an NC Computing with Digital Media at SCQF Level 6, Foundation
Apprenticeship Creative and Digital Media, or Scottish Wider Access Programmes
(SWAP). Other qualifications and experience will be considered on an individual
basis, based on a portfolio review and interview

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures and tutorials

+ Gain technical skills in a wide range of disciplines
including web, mobile apps, and computer games

+ Video-conference
+ Online study

+ Develop your creative thinking in a variety of contexts
for the creation of digital media and develop your
professional portfolio

+ Live projects give learners experience of working with
real-world clients
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Built Environment: College Certificate
SCQF Level 5

Entry requirements

FT

This full time course is an ideal way of gaining an
overall understanding of the Construction sector
in general and has been designed to develop
your competencies in brickwork, joinery,
plumbing and electrical installation.
You will study a range of subjects preparing you
for further study, employment or an
apprenticeship.

+ Three National 4s, one of which must be a Maths related
subject OR
+ A relevant SCQF Level 4 course.

+ Applications are encouraged from mature students who
do not possess formal qualifications but have appropriate
understanding and skills to meet the academic demands
of the course.

This course is recognised by local employers as
a pre-apprenticeship course.

Construction Management
HNC

FT

PT

EVE

Entry requirements

This course will give you the knowledge and skills
to enter the construction industry at a
supervisory level.

+ Highers: C; preferably Maths, Graphic Communication, or
a science subject OR

You will cover subjects such as estimating,
Scottish law (construction), planning, human
resource management in construction, and
health and safety.

+ Aan NC, NQ, Advanced Certificate, or SVQ, in a
construction-related subject OR

+ A Levels: D; preferably Maths, Physics, or Graphical
Communication OR

+ Foundation Apprenticeship Civil Engineering.
+ You may be required to attend an interview

Our excellent links with employers will provide
opportunities to work on live projects and
placements, alongside site visits, and case
studies, all of which will help to contextualise
your learning.

Construction
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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PDA in Carpentry and Joinery
SCQF Level 7

PT

The PDA in Carpentry and Joinery provides
invaluable practical experience and knowledge to
those who aspire to other professions in
Construction outside the role of a developed
craftsperson, such as supervision and
management.

PDA in Bricklaying
SCQF Level 7

Entry requirements
+ PDA Level 6 OR

+ A SVQ in a relevant trade, such as Modern Apprenticeship
Carpentry and Joinery

+ All applicants must be in full-time employment in the trade

Completion of your PDA will also give you the
opportunity to progress to an HNC which will
further develop your hand skills and more
specialised and traditional craft skills.
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PT

The PDA in Bricklaying provides further
development of competences which you will
already have achieved through the SVQ
programme. It gives invaluable practical
experience and knowledge should you aspire to
other professions in construction outside the
role of a developed craftsperson, such as
supervision and management.

Entry requirements
+ PDA Level 6 OR

+ A SVQ in a relevant trade, such as Modern Apprenticeship
Bricklaying

+ All applicants must be in full-time employment in the trade

Completion of your PDA will also give you the
opportunity to progress to an HNC which will
further develop your hand skills and more
specialised and traditional craft skills.
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Counselling Skills - Introduction
College Certificate

PT

This course is an ideal introduction if you are
interested in knowing more about counselling or
wish to explore counselling as a possible career.
It is also suitable if you use counselling or
counselling skills as part of your work or
voluntary activity.

Entry requirements
+ No formal academic entry requirements.

It is designed to provide you with an entry level
opportunity to develop interpersonal skills,
self-awareness and theoretical knowledge.
You will also gain a basic understanding of
counselling, the skills used and approaches and
perspectives, as well as practical exercises.

COSCA Certificate in Counselling Skills
SCQF Level 8

PT

Entry requirements

The COSCA Certificate in Counselling Skills
(SCQF Level 8) is aimed at a wide range of people
who may benefit from improving and enhancing
communication and listening skills. This may
include: guidance personnel; those working in
social care; HR/Management staff etc.

+ You will be required to attend a group interview

Applicants may also be interested in the
opportunity to study Rogers’ person-centred
approach whilst honing their own ability to reflect
on self and build supportive relationships.

+ Tutors will use this time to gauge prospective students'
motivation and commitment to the course, explain the
nature of experiential learning to the group and answer
any queries that may arise.

+ You will be asked to complete a short, written piece of
work (500 words) on the topic of "What can I bring to a
counselling skills course?"
+ You will also take part in an experiential exercise

+ This will provide an opportunity for you to meet with the
tutor and fellow applicants in a group setting

As well as offering an academic award which can
be used to apply for further study, students are
provided with a safe environment for personal
development.
The award is validated by COSCA (Counselling &
Psychotherapy in Scotland).

Counselling
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Counselling*
HNC

FT

PT

HND

FT

PT

These courses are designed to appeal to
individuals who wish to become qualified
counsellors or those operating in relevant
sectors which would benefit from developing
skills in caring and supporting relationships. For
example Social Care, Education, Criminal Justice.
The HNC course integrate theory, skills practice,
reflection and self development.
The HND is designed to meet the British
Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
requirements [BACP] for individual entry to the
professional register.
Please note the HNC does not qualify you to
practise Counselling.

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Counselling award at SCQF 6 or above OR

+ Participation in relevant voluntary/paid work

+ Other relevant/related qualifications may be considered,
such as: HNC Social Care; HNC Health Care; Diploma in
Social Work; Degree/Diploma in Nursing etc; experience
of working with people who have experienced substance
misuse, eating disorders, relationship problems.

+ Completion of the Work placement module is required for
anyone wishing to progress to HND.
+ PVG scheme membership is required to undertake this
module, therefore this course is determined to be a
Category 2 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required for specific optional modules/units, where there
is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups in optional
modules/units, but an alternative pathway exists to
achieve target qualification. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg
+ *subject to validation

" I applied to this course during the pandemic

lockdown as I felt I wanted to do a little bit more

with my skills and interests, but also with my life.
There's so much depth and so many layers to the

course that it just keeps you really interested and

fascinated, and I think that for me is what exceeded
my expectations. The lecturers make a big
difference as well. "
37
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Counselling Skills Graduate
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Art and Design Portfolio Building
SCQF Level 5

PT

EVE

Over the course of 10 weeks, you will work with a
lecturer at Moray School of Art to increase your
understanding of what is expected when building
both a physical and digital portfolio.

Entry requirements
+ Two National 4’s.

+ Must be actively making creative work through a variety
of media i.e. photography, painting, 3D, drawing, digital
media.

By the end of the course, you will have enhanced
your awareness of creating, editing and curating
your work and be more prepared for submitting a
successful presentation as entry to both Further
Education and Higher Education courses i.e. UAL
Diploma, Fine Art.

Art & Design UAL Diploma Level 2
SCQF Level 5

FT

The University of the Arts London (UAL) Level 2
Diploma in Art & Design is for anyone with an
interest in the subject.
You will explore the materials, methods and
processes that support art and design activities.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including Art and English) OR

+ Future Focus (SCQF Level 4) including the Art Pathway
+ You must also submit a portfolio of work.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

It will provide the perfect opportunity for school
leavers or mature learners to get started in art
and design, as you will explore and develop the
skills, knowledge and understanding required for
progression within art and design education.
The qualification structure will provide a sound
base of skills and knowledge, will enhance
self-confidence, and convey an understanding of
the career demands and opportunities within art
and design.

Creative
Industries
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BA (Hons)

Art & Design UAL Diploma Level 3
SCQF Level 6

Entry requirements

FT

The University of the Arts London (UAL) Level 3
Diploma in Art & Design has been designed to
provide the skills, knowledge and understanding
necessary to develop an extensive portfolio of
visual work for application to degree programmes
across the UK, including BA (Hons) Fine Art at
Moray School of Art.

+ Four National 5s at BBDD or above (must include Art and
English) OR

Fine Art

+ You may be required to attend an interview and submit a
portfolio of work.

If you want to study contemporary art and develop your creative skills in a vibrant and challenging
environment, then the BA (Hons) Fine Art degree is for you. You will be taught by a highly experienced team
of visual practitioners, who will support you to explore and experiment with a range of fine art media such as
drawing, painting, digital imaging, photography, spatial studies, printmaking, and textiles. You will also have
the support of academics who will help you to write about your own practice and the work of other artists,
while establishing an awareness of industry and sector professionalism.

+ Merit or above at UAL Level 2 Diploma in Art & Design
(SCQF Level 5).

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

You will develop skills in a number of disciplines
including life drawing, digital and dark room
photography, painting, digital imaging, sculpture
and 2D & 3D design. You will also develop critical
and analytical skills through research into the
work of other artists with opportunities to attend
visiting artist’s talks and gallery visits.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

You will have the freedom to decide on the
specific focus for your projects and portfolio.

PT

ON

This CPD Award in Developmental Creative
Practice provides a short-course opportunity for
practitioners in the creative industries. Suitable
for artists working in the disciplines of creative
writing, dance, digital media, music, film, theatre,
traditional crafts and visual art, the award aims to
encourage the review, evaluation and, if
appropriate, re-centring of personal practice,
with the support of a wider peer group from the
sector.

PT

Highers: CCC
A Levels: CC

The above should include English
Alternatively, a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP), University of
the Arts London Art and Design Diploma Level 3, or a recognised Art Access course
with evidence of ability in written coursework, for example, a unit in contextual study
or art history, will be considered: see website for details

Developmental Creative Practice
SCQF Level 8

FT

Entry requirements
+ Applicants must have experience of working within the
creative sector and/or have been actively making work for
a significant period of time. A minimum of three years is
desirable.

Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with a relevant CertHE, or an HNC Contemporary
Art Practice or HNC Photography (15 credits), with a B in the Graded Unit

Year 3 BA

Advanced entry may be possible with a relevant DipHE, or an HND Contemporary
Art Practice or HND Photography, with a B in the Graded Unit

Year 4 BA (Hons)

You must also submit a portfolio of visual work, which clearly demonstrates your capacity to cope with the
demands of the course, and attend an interview

You will experience a holistic and varied learning
experience, including a mix of one to one, project
work and group critiques. Delivered fully online,
there is flexibility to engage regardless of
location. By identifying areas for selfimprovement and development, through
reflective practice, you will be encouraged to
explore new ways of working and to challenge
current assumptions about your work.

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video-conference lectures and
tutorials

+ A highlight of your studies will be exhibiting your work
to the public as part of a professional practice module
in the third year, and during the degree show in your
final year

+ Workshops and studio work
+ Online study

+ From year two you will have your own studio space

+ Frequent cultural and environmental trips will enrich
your experience

+ Strong links with the cultural sector including galleries,
museums, and arts organisations
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Performing and Production Arts UAL Level 3
SCQF Level 6

BA (Hons)

Entry requirements

FT

The University of the Arts London Level 3
Diploma in Performing and Production Arts
provides an opportunity for you to explore the
performing arts, develop and test your creativity
within a qualification structure which is
stimulating, demanding and provides a
supportive transition from general to more
specialised study.

+ Two National 5’s, preferably one in English

+ An audition with members of staff from Out of the
Darkness Theatre Company.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

Delivered by Out of the Darkness Theatre
Company, Elgin’s professional theatre
organisation, there will be a priority and
emphasis on the discipline of Musical Theatre,
with elements of dance, singing and acting.

Applied Music
If you want to study music in any genre or style and prepare yourself for the music industry of the future,
then this course is for you. Studying traditional, Celtic, pop, jazz, classical, and rock, you will have the
opportunity to focus on the application of music in a variety of professional contexts. You will develop
your mobility and versatility as a musician with multi-venue delivery and compulsory residential sessions
throughout the course, giving you the chance to perform together and meet potential industry contacts.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

ON

Highers: ABB
A Levels: BB

Performers should hold grade 7 Associated Board, Trinity College, or equivalent, on
their first instrument (including grade 5 music theory or equivalent)
Alternatively, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other qualifications or
experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with an HNC Music (15 credits) with an A in the
Graded Unit

Year 3 BA

Advanced entry may be possible with an HND Music with an A in the Graded Unit

Year 4 BA (Hons)

You must attend an audition and interview to assess your technical ability

Acting and Performance
HNC

PT

ON

This course, delivered in partnership with Out of
the Darkness Theatre Company, is aimed at
those with experience or with a genuine interest
in acting and performance.

Entry requirements

+ Highers: CC; A Levels: DD; these should include English
plus four National 5s at grade C or above, or equivalent OR
+ A relevant NC OR

+ UAL Level 3 Diploma in Performing and Production Arts
(SCQF Level 6): see website for details

It will allow you to develop your skills in voice,
movement, acting, and stage craft.

Features

+ Face-to-face residential sessions

+ Study with top individuals in their fields to develop
skills in performance, education, recording,
creative production, enterprise, networking, and
communication

+ Video-conference lectures and tutorials
+ Online study

+ Choose your solo performance tutor, drawn from a
list of top experts in the country

By taking part in performances in our versatile
performing arts studio, as well as in the
community, you will work co-operatively in teams
experiencing opportunities for leadership and
take part in innovative and creative approaches
to work in rehearsal and performance.

43

Study method

+ Access opportunities nationally, in Europe, and the
USA

+ Consider careers in performance, touring,
research, music business, or education

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024
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BA (Hons)

Creative Writing in the
Highlands and Islands
If you aspire to being a professional writer, love words and are passionate about reading and writing, this
innovative degree could be perfect for you. The course is designed to give you a solid grounding in the
creative principles, in both form and structure, of four of the main areas of creative writing: poetry; prose;
playwriting; and the screenplay. You will be encouraged to explore how these can inform and support
other areas of professional writing in gaming, advertising, marketing, vlogs etc. You will also present your
work using traditional methods as well as new technologies and publishing platforms.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: BCC
A Levels: BC

The above must include English at grade B or above
Alternatively, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP) will also be considered:
see website for details

Year 2 DipHE
Year 3 BA
Year 4 BA (Hons)

You must also submit a portfolio of examples of creative writing (up to 3,000 words) and attend an interview

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video conference seminars

+ Blend of creative, critical, and practical projectbased learning

+ Twice-yearly residential experiences
+ Online study

+ Work towards publishing your own work

+ Residential experiences will enrich your learning
+ Taught by staff from a variety of creative and
professional backgrounds
+ Links with local communities
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Playwork and Early Education and Childcare
SCQF Level 5

FT

The demand for skilled workers means there’s
never been a better time to find employment as a
childcare worker.
This full time course is an ideal first stage
qualification if you wish to work in the childcare
sector as a nanny, childcare assistant, creche
worker or similar.
This is an ideal qualification for anyone wishing to
progress into further studies within education,
childcare or social care.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s, one of which must be English OR
+ A relevant SCQF Level 4 qualification OR

+ Evidence of work experience within a childcare setting.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.
+ You will also be required to attend a pre-start event and
take part in a taster day before starting the course.

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Throughout this course you may wish to
undertake work experience to gain work based
employability skills.

Early Education and Childcare
SCQF Level 6

PT

The demand for skilled workers means there’s
never been a better time to find employment as a
childcare worker.
This course enables you to develop the
knowledge, understanding and skills required to
gain employment in childcare at support level.
You will develop an understanding of working
with children, including child development and
behaviour.

Education
and Childcare

Entry requirements
+ National 5s at BBDD or above, one of which must be
English OR
+ SCQF Level 5 qualification or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

You will also go on placement to help you build
links between theory and practice.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Childcare and Men in Practice
SCQF Level 6

PT

EVE

This course is an all male course, delivered in the
evening to accommodate existing employment
commitments.
You will explore a child's development from birth,
and will look at the benefits of play and how that
links to learning. You will begin to understand and
develop your own personal attributes that
contribute towards an excellent practitioner.
You will work together to look at the factors
which can impact on a child's overall
development, and learn about the professionals
involved in supporting children and their families.

Childhood Practice
HNC

Entry requirements
+ No formal entry requirements.

+ You must have an interest in childcare and will be required
to attend a course information session

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

+ Further information on the PVG Scheme will be issued to
successful applicants prior to enrolment. Students may
have to meet the cost of the PVG Check which is currently
£59.

PT

This National Workplace Award is suitable for
qualified early learning practitioners, early years
workers, managers, teachers, third sector
workers, and others who wish to organise and
supervise regular off-site visits to woodland and
green spaces for children in their care.

PT

Giving direct access into year two of the BA
(Hons) Child and Youth Studies or, after some
work experience, to the BA (Hons) Childhood
Practice, this nationally recognised HNC covers
all aspects of working in a range of childcare
settings, supporting children and young people
with varying needs, and includes a sixty-day
work placement.
Subjects include: care in contemporary society;
leadership starts with me; health, wellbeing and
safeguarding; and support for play learning and
development.

Entry requirements
+ Highers: CC, A Levels: D; preferably including English, plus
four National 5s, or equivalent, one of which should be
English if you do not have a Higher or A Level; OR
+ NC Early Education and Childcare/Childhood Practice OR
+ A Foundation Apprenticeship Social Services (Children
and Young People).

+ Experience in a relevant setting or similar work, either in a
voluntary capacity or as an informal carer, is essential.
+ PVG scheme membership is required to undertake this
course. For further information visit www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

On successful completion you will be eligible to
register with the Scottish Social Services Council
(SSSC) at practitioner level.

Graduate Apprenticeship in
Early Learning and Childcare

Forest Kindergarten
SCQF Level 7

FT

Entry requirements
+ No formal qualifications are required. However, applicants
must be able to demonstrate that they have some
knowledge or experience in working with children in an
early years setting.
+ Access to practical placement in a nursery, school or
voluntary setting is also required.

We offer a BA Graduate Apprenticeship in Early Learning and Childcare
(SCQF Level 9) which is delivered across the Highlands and Islands.
Completion of the programme will also enable registration as a
Practitioner with the Scottish Social Services Council. The programme
enables apprentices to achieve a relevant degree while in employment
and gain practitioner status within three years.
See moray.uhi.ac.uk/ma for more information.

Accredited through the SQA, the award
recognises the value of woodlands as an integral
part of the learning process for pre-school
children and covers the knowledge,
understanding and skills needed to develop a
forest kindergarten.
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BA (Hons)

BA (Hons)

Child and Youth Studies

Childhood Practice

This course is an ideal preparation for a career in child and youth work. Delivered fully online, it will give
you a rigorous understanding of the child and youth issues in the Highlands and Islands and within
the broader context of the UK and Europe. The course celebrates diverse childhood experiences and
explores the complex situations and challenges they present. During your studies you will carry out a
research project related to your work or area of special interest.

This online, part-time course offers practitioners in a wide range of childhood practice settings the
opportunity to gain the Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC) recognised qualification to be a lead
practitioner. You will relate theory to real working practice and investigate, in-depth, an area of interest
to you. The course is designed to meet the Scottish subject benchmark statement, the Standard
for Childhood Practice. On completion, you will also be well equipped to take further professional
qualifications or a PGDE.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

ON

Highers: CCC

Structure and entry
Year 1 DipHE

A Levels: CC

Alternatively, a Foundation Apprenticeship Social Services (Children and Young
People) plus an additional Scottish Higher at grade C or above, a relevant Scottish
Wider Access Programme (SWAP), or other qualifications or experience, will be
considered on an individual basis: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Childhood Practice or HNC Social
Services, plus additional credits

Year 3 BA

To complete Level 9 modules, you must have access to leadership activities or
experiences

PT

ON

You must be employed, with at least two years’ work experience within a relevant
workplace environment and have access to leadership activities or experiences,
plus a recognised SSSC practitioner qualification such as an HNC Childhood
Practice, or a relevant SCQF Level 7 qualification, for example: Social Services:
Children and Young People; Children’s Care Learning and Development/Playwork; or
equivalent. For applicants without sufficient credits, modules are available to help
you reach the required level
Alternatively, relevant professional qualifications, recognised by SSSC, plus
appropriate experience, or a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP),
will be considered on an individual basis: see website for details

Year 2 BA

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Year 3 BA (Hons)

You must attend an interview (in person or online) to discuss the course in detail and to explain the method
of teaching. This course is delivered through online learning so you can study when and where it suits you
in the UK

You must attend a face-to-face interview to discuss the course in detail and to explain the method of
teaching. This course is delivered through online learning so you can study when and where it suits you in
Scotland. You will also be required to attend a face-to-face or online induction at the start of your course

Study method

Features

Study method

Features

+ Online study

+ Ideal preparation for a career in child and youth work

+ Online study

+ Delivered entirely online so you can study from
anywhere in Scotland

+ Undertake a research project related to your work or
area of special interest
+ Specifically tailored to the needs of rural areas

+ The flexible delivery method allows you to fit your
studies around your personal and professional
commitments

+ Individual modules can be completed for personal or
professional development (CPD)
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+ Offers flexible study routes based on previous
qualifications and relevant workplace experience
+ Completing the ordinary degree (BA) gains you
the SSSC recognised qualification to be a lead
practitioner

+ Modules focus on practical skills in the workplace so
you can link your professional practice with theory,
current policy, and legislation

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Teaching Qualifications
Whether you are starting your teaching journey or looking to update and
develop your skills, our teaching qualifications will prepare you for life as
a reflective professional, supporting high quality learning for those you
teach.
Our Professional Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) is the graduate
entry route for those those who want to become a Primary or Secondary
teacher in Scotland.
Our Teaching Qualifications for Further Education will equip you with
the knowledge, skills and attributes to support your registration with the
General Teaching Council of Scotland as a lecturer.

Course Level

Can be studied as

PGDE Primary (English Medium)

SCQF Level 10 - 11

FT

PGDE Secondary (English Medium)

SCQF Level 10 - 11

FT

Teaching Qualification Further Education (CPD Award)

SCQF Level 9

PT

ON

Teaching Qualification Further Education (PGCert)

SCQF Level 11

PT

ON

" I feel the UHI PGDE provided me with the

knowledge, experience and support I needed to

realise my teaching ambitions. The tutors all had a

wealth of experience within education, so there was
no shortage of advice for students on any aspect

of the profession. This has stood me in good stead

since graduating this year as I am now employed as
a P7 teacher. "
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PGDE (Primary) Graduate
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City & Guilds Level 2 Diploma in Light Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair Principles
SCQF Level 5

FT

This course has been designed to cover
essential skills in the industry including
component removal, refitting, servicing
techniques and fault diagnosis.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including English and Maths)

+ You will be required to attend a formal interview.

+ You must be a minimum of 16 years of age at the start of
the course.

You will study the practical element of the course
in a modern motor vehicle workshop at our
Linkwood Technology Centre.
This course will provide you with the
understanding and underpinning knowledge to
progress onto a Modern Apprenticeship or
further study.

City & Guilds Level 3 Diploma in Light Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair Principles
SCQF Level 6/7

FT

This is the ideal course if you are interested in
developing a career in the motor industry,
whether you want to maintain and repair different
types of vehicles (cars, vans, trucks, or even
motorcycles), fit and replace parts and tyres, run
your own motor vehicle business or work on
hybrid vehicles safely.

Entry requirements
+ City & Guilds Diploma Level 2 in Light Vehicle Maintenance
and Repair Principles.
+ You must be a minimum of 16 years of age at the start of
the course.

This course has been designed to cover
component removal, refitting, servicing
techniques and fault diagnosis. You will be
assessed through observation and written job
cards.

Engineering

This course will provide you with understanding
and underpinning knowledge required for a
Modern Apprenticeship, employment, or further
study.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Maths for Engineering
College Certificate

Engineering Performance
SCQF Level 5

Entry requirements

PT

This short course provides you with a pathway
into future study in a technical subject at HNC
level or above including HNC Engineering
Systems at UHI Moray.

+ National 5 Maths OR

+ Accepted place on HNC Engineering Systems.

The content will consist of a number of
engineering mathematical topics tailored
towards your needs.

This course will offer you an insight into a variety
of engineering sectors and allows you to make
choices into which engineering career you may
wish to follow.

+ Three National 4s (including English and Maths) OR
+ A SCQF Level 4 course or equivalent.

NC Engineering Systems
SCQF Level 6

Entry requirements

FT

This Engineering Performance course has been
designed to give you a thorough grounding in the
engineering principles and is ideal if you would
like to pursue a career at technician level.
This course consists of SVQ elements of an
Engineering Modern Apprenticeship and as such
would be recognisable to employers in the
engineering sector.

Engineering: An Introduction
SCQF Level 4

Entry requirements

FT

+ Evidence that you can work at National 3/4 level in a
mathematics subject.
+ You will also be invited to an interview.

This course is ideal if you would like a taste of
engineering as it will give you practical skills
across a range of engineering subjects including
mechanical, electrical and electronic.

FT

PT

This course has been designed to give you a
thorough grounding in the engineering principles
and is ideal if you would like to pursue a career at
technician level, or if you would like to progress
to a HNC Engineering Systems course.

Entry requirements
+ National 5s at BBDD (including Maths) OR

+ A SCQF Level 5 qualification in a related subject (which
included maths content at SCQF Level 5) OR
+ Successful completion of Engineering Performance
(SCQF Level 5).

When you apply for this course you will choose to
either follow a mechanical or electronic
engineering route.

NC Electronic Engineering
SCQF Level 5

FT

PT

This course has been developed to address the
needs of a range of students, whether you are
entering or progressing within the engineering
sector.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including English and Maths) OR
+ A relevant SCQF Level 4 course or equivalent.

"

Because of this course I have now secured an

Apprenticeship as a Fabricator/Welder.

The aim of this course is to provide you with a
range of engineering practical skills supported
by underpinning knowledge to enable you to
become a skilled crafts or trade person in a wide
range of electronic and electrical engineering
disciplines.

One of my lecturers even worked directly with my
new employer to help form the content of my
apprenticeship. If you want to give yourself a

chance to really sell yourself to employers, and

happy to apply yourself, this is a good course for
you. "
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Justin Anderson
Engineering Performance
(SCQF Level 5) Graduate

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BEng (Hons)

Electrical and
Electronic Engineering
Electrical and Electronic engineering is a rapidly growing field, with expanding opportunities in practically
every product from electrical super-grids to nanoscale bioelectronics. This course, which is highly
industry relevant, will prepare you for a rewarding career in a vast majority of industries from offshore oil
to the National Health Service. The degree is applications-based using specialist software, laboratory
investigations, and case studies. It will provide you with the specialist knowledge and broad engineering
skills required to find innovative solutions to multiple challenges, ranging from solving the global energy
crisis to designing life-saving equipment. Access to this degree is only available from year three and is
aimed at those who have an HND or equivalent qualification in an engineering subject.

Structure and entry
Year 1

Computer Aided Draughting and Design
HNC

FT

PT

This HNC Computer Aided Draughting and
Design will provide you with a sound knowledge
of the technical and theoretical aspects of CADD,
including 3D modelling, visualisation and
rendering.

FT

PT

EVE

This course will give you the required technical
training to be a technician in design, research,
development, and service support activities in
engineering, manufacturing, and consultancy.
It is designed to meet the needs of employers
and you will study both mechanical and electrical
engineering principles.

PT

We are currently developing a new BEng (Hons) work-related engineering degree.
Applicants who do not hold an HND qualification, or equivalent may wish to consider
our HNC/HND Engineering Systems

Entry requirements

Year 3 BEng

+ Highers: C PLUS National 5 in Graphic Communication
at grade B or above; A Levels: D; in Graphical
Communication; OR

Advanced entry may be possible with a relevant HND such as HND Engineering
Systems, or HND Electronic Engineering

Year 4 BEng (Hons)

+ NQ Craftsmanship Skills: Engineering PLUS Core
Mathematics 3.

Advanced entry may be possible with the BEng Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, BEng Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, or other equivalent
ordinary degree

Please check our website for further details about this course

+ NC/NQ Engineering at SCQF Level 6; OR

+ You may be required to attend an interview.

Engineering Systems
HNC

Year 2

FT

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D; in Maths or Physics OR
+ A relevant NC/NQ Engineering OR

+ A Foundation Apprenticeship Engineering OR
+ An SVQ3 Electrotechnical Services.

+ You may be required to attend an interview

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures and tutorials

+ Undertake major industry-related projects to showcase
your expertise in solving engineering problems to
prospective employers

+ Practical and lab work
+ Online study

+ Develop relevant key employability skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, workshop, and
communication skills

+ You will use specialist applications-based software to
solve challenges

The university is currently developing a new
work-related engineering degree of which the
first two years will comprise these industryrecognised HNC/D courses. Successful
completion of these will allow advanced entry in
to this new degree programme: see website for
up-to-date information.
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BEng (Hons)

BEng (Hons)

Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering

Energy Engineering

The BEng (Hons) Electrical and Mechanical Engineering has been designed to meet the demand from
employers for engineers who have a wide knowledge and skills base covering a range of engineering
disciplines, including a sound understanding of relevant technologies and current industry practices.
On completion of the degree, you will have acquired advanced levels of competence in engineering and
technology, including mechanical, electrical, electronic, and management skills, making you highly sought
after in the job market. The broad-based nature of this course will give you many of the necessary skills
and competencies required by a range of industries. Access to this degree is only available from year
three and is aimed at those who have an HND or equivalent qualification in an engineering subject.

Structure and entry
Year 1
Year 2

FT

PT

We are currently developing a new BEng (Hons) work-related engineering degree.
Applicants who do not hold an HND qualification, or equivalent may wish to consider
our HNC/HND Engineering Systems

If you are interested in the role energy plays in the future of engineering, the BEng (Hons) Energy
Engineering degree is for you. The degree has been designed to meet the needs of the industry,
ensuring you will be highly employable after graduation. You will explore both conventional energy
systems and renewable energy technologies and will develop a comprehensive knowledge and skills
base, while studying emerging technologies. You will also undertake an engineering project, which will
showcase your skills and knowledge in solving an industry-related problem to prospective employers.
Access to this degree is only available from year three and is aimed at those who have an HND or
equivalent qualification in an engineering subject.

Structure and entry
Year 1
Year 2

FT

PT

We are currently developing a new BEng (Hons) work-related engineering degree.
Applicants who do not hold an HND qualification, or equivalent may wish to consider
our HNC/HND Engineering Systems

Year 3 BEng

Advanced entry may be possible with a relevant HND such as HND Engineering
Systems, or equivalent
Advanced entry may be possible with the BEng Energy Engineering, BEng Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering, or other equivalent ordinary degree

Year 3 BEng

Advanced entry may be possible with a relevant HND such as HND Engineering
Systems, or equivalent

Year 4 BEng (Hons)

Year 4 BEng (Hons)

Advanced entry may be possible with the BEng Mechanical Engineering, BEng
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, or other equivalent ordinary degree

Please check our website for further details about this course

Please check our website for further details about this course

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures and tutorials

+ Undertake major industry-related projects to showcase
your expertise in solving engineering problems to
prospective employers

+ Practical and lab work
+ Online study

+ Study emerging technologies, making you highly
employable for the future

+ Develop relevant key employability skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, communication, and
interpersonal skills
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Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures and tutorials

+ Undertake an engineering project to showcase
your expertise in solving engineering problems to
prospective employers

+ Practical and lab work
+ Online study

+ Study emerging technologies, making you highly
employable for the future

+ Develop relevant key employability skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, communication, and
interpersonal skills

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BEng (Hons)

PDA in Engineering
SCQF Level 7

Mechanical Engineering
This course is designed to help you develop the skills and knowledge required to build a career as
an engineer in a wide range of fields, including automotive, energy, and aerospace. The degree is
applications-based, using industry-related software, and includes laboratory-based investigations
and industry-based case studies that will provide you with the specialist mechanical knowledge and
broad engineering education to turn your qualification into a lifelong career. You will also undertake an
engineering project, which will showcase your skills and knowledge to prospective employers. Access
to this degree is only available from year three and is aimed at those who have an HND or equivalent
qualification in an engineering subject.

Structure and entry
Year 1
Year 2

FT

PT

We are currently developing a new BEng (Hons) work-related engineering degree.
Applicants who do not hold an HND qualification, or equivalent may wish to consider
our HNC/HND Engineering Systems

Year 3 BEng

Advanced entry may be possible with a relevant HND such as HND Engineering
Systems, or HND Mechanical Engineering

Year 4 BEng (Hons)

Advanced entry may be possible with the BEng Mechanical Engineering, or BEng
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, or other equivalent ordinary degree

Please check our website for further details about this course

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures and tutorials

+ Undertake an engineering project to showcase
your expertise in solving engineering problems to
prospective employers

+ Practical and lab work
+ Online study

PT

This PDA Engineering (SCQF Level 7) is ideal if
you have recently left school or college, or are
currently in employment, and wish to obtain a
formal qualification to enhance your engineering
knowledge. The units will enable you to gain the
practical and inter-personal skills needed to work
successfully within the engineering sector and as
part of the 21st century economy.

Entry requirements
+ Entry is at the discretion of the centre, however it is
recommended that you should have experience of
Engineering Science, or Physics, and Mathematics at
National 5 as a minimum

PDA in Advanced Manufacturing
SCQF Level 7

PT

This PDA in Advanced Manufacturing (SCQF
Level 7) has been designed to address and close
the current skills gap in the manufacturing
workforce, as set out in the sector's Skills
Investment Plans.
Manufacture is a key priority for Scotland,
involving a range of industrial sectors, so this
PDA is ideal for any individual or business that is
involved in Manufacturing and Processing
industries.

Entry requirements
+ A Scottish Higher at grade C or above OR
+ An A level at grade D or above

+ The above should be in a relevant subject such as
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Engineering Systems, or Manufacturing Engineering PLUS
National 5 passes or equivalent in Maths, English, and a
Science
Alternatively:

+ NC or HNC in a related discipline, such as: Electrical
Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; Engineering
Systems; Manufacturing Engineering; or Measurement
and Control Engineering

+ SVQ (Scottish Vocational Qualifications) in an Engineering
discipline, such as Mechanical, Manufacturing or Electrical
Engineering
+ Mature learners with suitable relevant work experience
may be accepted for entry, or advanced entry

+ You will use applications-based software to solve
challenges

+ Develop relevant key employability skills such as
problem-solving, critical thinking, communication, and
interpersonal skills
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Future Pathways: College Certificate
SCQF Level 4

FT

Future Pathways is a short 18 week full time
course designed to build skills and confidence to
prepare you to progress in life and your career.
Whether you are looking to enter further
education or gain the confidence to enter
employment or change career this programme is
an ideal starting point.

Entry requirements
+ You should be working towards two National 4s including
English or equivalent e.g. may include relevant attainment
at National 3.
+ Applications are encouraged from mature students and
individuals who do not possess formal qualifications but
have the skills to meet the academic demands of the
course.

You will be supported throughout the programme
as required with structured weekly catch up
sessions to discuss your progress.

National 5 in Maths
SCQF Level 5

PT

This course will provide you with a good
foundation for progression to Higher Maths,
which is a requirement for many university
courses.

Entry requirements
+ No formal entry requirements however a National 4 in
Maths would be beneficial.

It will strengthen your confidence when working
with calculations and help you understand how
the world around you works.

Higher English
SCQF Level 6

PT

We live in a communications-driven society and
this qualification will enable you to flourish as you
improve and develop your skills in all aspects of
English.

Entry requirements
+ National 5 in English at B or above, or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

This course is designed to enhance your
language abilities and critical understanding
through close reading of complex written
materials and the study of great literary works
from various cultures.

Essential Skills
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Access to Hairdressing and Beauty Therapies
SCQF Level 4

FT

This course will provide an opportunity to
combine hairdressing and beauty therapy
technical skills and develop good working
practice across both areas.

Entry requirements
+ Evidence that you can work at National 3 or 4 level in two
subjects (including English or equivalent).

You will develop understanding and practical
skills in:
+ shampoo and condition hair
+ styling and finishing the hair
+ make up skills
+ waxing

Hairdressing - Introduction to Foundation
SCQF Level 4

FT

This course is an ideal introduction to the world
of hairdressing.
You will develop a variety of skills and knowledge
making you more employable as a Salon Junior
or help you progress as you embark on your
hairdressing career.

Hairdressing
and Beauty
Therapy

Entry requirements
+ Evidence that you can work at National 4 Level in two
subjects (including English or equivalent).

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ You must attend a Course Information Event held prior to
the course commencing.

Hairdressing - Foundation
SCQF Level 5

FT

Entry requirements

This course is designed to provide you with a firm
foundation for building the skills and knowledge
required to pursue a career in hairdressing.

+ Three National 4s (including English) OR

This is a practical hands-on course providing you
with the basic practical skills within a commercial
salon to enter the industry at Junior Stylist level
or progress to SVQ in Hairdressing (SCQF Level
6).

+ You must attend a Course Information Event held prior to
the course commencing

+ Completion of Introduction to Foundation Hairdressing
(SCQF Level 4) or Access to Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapies (SCQF Level 4).

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Barbering - Foundation Award (College Certificate)
SCQF Level 5

FT

PT

Beauty & Aesthetic Therapies
SCQF Levels 4, 5, 6

Entry requirements

FT

PT

This unique course will be delivered by a blended
learning approach and can be studied full time or
part time over 36 weeks.

+ Three National 4s (including English) OR

These courses will allow you to develop key
practical skills to enable you to carry out a range
of Beauty and Aesthetic Therapies.

The course content had been developed to allow
you time to learn and progress your skills within a
realistic learning environment in our campus
salon and working with real clients.

+ You must attend a Course Information Event held prior to
the course commencing

Through these courses you will build essential
core and life skills which are transferable,
enabling you to exit after each level into
employment or progress onto a further level of
study.

+ Completion of Introduction to Foundation Hairdressing
(SCQF Level 4) or Access to Hairdressing and Beauty
Therapies (SCQF Level 4).

Successful completion of this course will enable
you to be fully qualified in Barbering and work in
an employed or self-employed basis.

Entry requirements
Entry to SCQF Level 4
+ Evidence that you can work at National 3 level or
equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.
+ You will also be invited to an interview and invited to
participate in an induction programme.

You will cover a range of content giving you the
skills and practical experience required for a
variety of employment opportunities within the
Beauty and Aesthetic industry.

Hairdressing - Current Techniques:
College Certificate
SCQF Level 6

FT

PT

This course will build on your foundation basic
cutting and colouring skills enabling you to
enhance your creative cutting, colouring, and
styling skills which are all key units required
within the hairdressing industry.

Entry requirements
+ Foundation Hairdressing (SCQF Level 5) OR

+ A minimum of 3 years current, commercial experience in
hairdressing.

+ You must attend a Course Information Event held prior to
the course commencing.

On successful completion of this course you will
be able to progress to the next level of study or
gain employment as an Improver Stylist within
the hairdressing industry.

" Throughout the 3 years studying at UHI Moray I’ve
been able to gain so much knowledge in

hairdressing, for example, when I first started I have
no idea how to blowdry hair properly, now I am able
to cut, colour and style hair with confidence with a
good understanding of the theory behind the
scenes. "
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Aimee Hamer
Hairdressing (Level 6) Graduate

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Microblading Artistry: College Certificate
SCQF Level 5

FT

This course is designed to develop your
knowledge of the eyebrow structure, the skin and
anatomy of the face and eyes and the different
face and eyebrow shapes.
You will learn how to refine your skills of client
care and the undertaking of an extensive
consultation with your clients, to decide on the
best microblading artistry outcome for each
client in a prescriptive and bespoke manner.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including English) OR

+ A SCQF Level 4 course or equivalent OR

+ Successful completion of all 12 credits from the Beauty
and Aesthetic Therapies (SCQF Level 4) course.
+ You must be aged 18 or over at the start of the course.

Our programme is fully endorsed by Microblading
Artist Hailey Dallas, who is one of the UK’s
leading experts in Microblading and the owner
and developer of the unique ‘One-Pass’
microblading technique.

Nail Services and Enhancements
SCQF Level 5

EVE

This part time evening course is a combination of
3 units where you will learn background
knowledge on skin and nail health and also how
to care for nail enhancements.
You will also learn current techniques including
how to apply gel polish correctly, fit forms and
tips properly and apply hard gel and acrylic.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including English) OR
+ A SCQF Level 4 course

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.
+ You must be 16 years and above due to use of chemical
products throughout the course.

You will gain a solid foundation of knowledge and
practical skills to facilitate career development
as a Nail Technician.
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Health and Social Care Pathway
SCQF Level 5

FT

This course is designed to provide you with
opportunities to develop knowledge,
understanding and transferable skills in the fields
of health and social care.
It will also prepare you for progression on to
higher education courses, employment and/or
further training within health or social care.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including English) OR
+ An SCQF Level 4 course or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Health and Social Care
SCQF Level 6

FT

As people live longer, demand for qualified
workers in health and social care continues to
grow across our region, Scotland and the rest of
the developed world creating opportunities for
work across the NHS, local authority or private
companies.
This course is designed to provide you with an indepth understanding of the issues faced by the
health and social care sectors as well as some of
the key skills you will need to gain employment.
The emphasis of the course is to enable you to
make the choice between employment or further
study, but you will leave with all the relevant skills
for either route.

Health and
Social Care

Entry requirements
+ Four National 5s BBDD (including English at Grade B or
above) or above OR
+ A relevant SCQF Level 5 course

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

" During studying at UHI Moray I learnt a lot about
myself.

I honestly can’t thank the staff and lecturers

enough for their guidance and support throughout
the years. "

Lisamarie Taylor
HNC Healthcare Practice Graduate

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Healthcare Practice
HNC

Entry requirements

FT

This course will give you the required skills and
knowledge for a range of career opportunities in
nursing, health, and allied health professions. It
will also prepare you for the new registration
requirements for health care support workers
and is preparation towards becoming an
associate practitioner.
On completion you will be able to pursue a career
in a health-related profession or pre-registration
nurse education.
You can also progress to the BA (Hons) Health
and Social Studies.

SWAP Access to Nursing
SCQF Level 6

FT

This course is part of the Scottish Wider Access
Programme (SWAP) which runs in partnership
with colleges and universities in the east of
Scotland to promote and provide the key skills
and entry requirements you need to progress to
higher education within health and social care.

+ You will also require National 5 English and Maths, at grade
C or above if not held at Higher or A Level.
+ Alternatively, an appropriate Group Award at level 6 such
as NC Health and Social Care, with either 1 Higher at
grade C or above or with profile grades at CCB; OR
+ SWAP Access to Nursing; OR

+ A Foundation Apprenticeship Social Services and
Healthcare.

+ Occupational Health clearance and PVG scheme
membership are also required to undertake this course.
For further information visit www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Social Services
HNC

Entry requirements
+ Been out of education for five or more years (if you have
qualifications at Higher level) OR
+ Three or more years (if your qualifications are below
Higher level).

+ You must demonstrate in your personal statement your
experience and commitment to working in this field.

This course aims to:

+ equip you with a thorough knowledge of human
growth and development

+ develop an awareness of the skills required when
working with varying groups of clients.

+ build the foundations to a career in either nursing,
health or social care through theoretical study
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FT

PT

This nationally recognised and valued award is
for those who want to work in a variety of social
services settings, supporting individuals with
varying needs.
You will gain an understanding of the values and
principles of social services and learn how to
integrate those values with the necessary skills
and knowledge, including the importance of
anti-discriminatory practice in line with the
National Care Standards and Scottish Social
Services Council Codes of Practice.

Entry requirements
+ Highers: CC; A levels: D; preferably including English.
Alternatively, an NC level 6 Group Award that includes
Higher Care or a similar Higher OR
+ A Foundation Apprenticeship Social Services and
Healthcare.

+ You should have experience in a social service setting
or similar work, either in a voluntary capacity or as an
informal carer. Y
+ ou may be required to attend an interview.

+ PVG scheme membership is required to undertake this
course. For further information visit www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BA (Hons)

PDA in Health and Social Care Supervision
SCQF Level 7

Health and Social Studies

Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

ON

Highers: CCC
A Levels: CC

Alternatively, a Foundation Apprenticeship Social Services and Healthcare plus one
Higher at grade C; a relevant NQ at SCQF Level 6; SVQ/NVQ at Level 3; a relevant
Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP); or other qualifications or experience,
will be considered on an individual basis: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE

Year 3 BA

ON

The PDA Health and Social Care Supervision is
designed for those working in the care sector in
supervisory roles.

This fully online honours degree focuses on topical health issues including sociology, psychology, public
health, rural health issues, the integration of health and social care, and health care ethics. You will be
introduced to the many factors that influence health and wellbeing and what it means to be healthy. Each
year you will progressively build on this knowledge and look more closely at health promotion, public
health, ethics, partnership working and collaboration, and skills in research. Diverse options are also
available allowing you to choose a number of modules to enable study in areas of health of particular
interest to you.

Structure and entry

PT

Advanced entry may be possible with HNC Social Services, HNC Healthcare Practice,
HNC Social Sciences, or equivalent, with 120 credits at SCQF Level 7. Nurses will
be eligible for recognition of prior learning (RPL) as agreed by NHS Education for
Scotland: see website for details
Advanced entry for nurses may be possible through recognition of prior learning
(RPL) as agreed by NHS Education for Scotland: see website for details

It is approved to meet the registration
requirements of the Scottish Social Services
Council (SSSC) and also provides continuing
professional development (CPD) for first line
managers who provide supervision, support and
guidance.

Entry requirements
+ Care qualification at SCQF Level 5 or above plus relevant
experience OR
+ SVQ Health and Social Care at Level 3 and

+ Employment in a care situation in a supervisory position

PDA in Health and Social Care:
Administration of Medication
SCQF Level 7

PT

ON

This course is an essential part of training for all
carers involved in the administration of
medication in care homes, residential care or
care at home services.

Entry requirements
+ Literary subject at SCQF Level 5 or above

+ SVQ 2 Health & Social Care, SVQ 3 Health and Social Care.
+ You should also have appropriate experience in the fields
of health and care

The award will become part of the recommended
CPD for staff working in this sector. The PDA
consists of two units: Administration of
Medication and Administer Medication to
Individuals.

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Leading and Managing Care Services
Study method

Features

+ This course is delivered through online learning
so you can study when and where it suits you in
the UK

+ Fully online and can be studied from anywhere in
the UK

+ There is a two-day face-to-face induction at the
start of your course

SCQF Level 9

+ The online environment offers an interesting and
diverse learning community where personal study
can be shared collaboratively
+ Choose modules in areas of health of particular
interest to you

+ Develop an excellent range of graduate skills
desired by employers
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PT

ON

If you are a manager or supervisor in a care
setting this Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) award can help you in your
career development. It is designed to meet the
registration requirements set by the Scottish
Social Services Council (SSSC) for managers.
This CPD Award Leading and Managing Care
Services (SCQF Level 9) is particularly suited to
staff who already hold an approved care
qualification. The award can be completed within
12 months and a student adviser will provide
ongoing support throughout your studies.

Entry requirements
+ Candidates need to demonstrate their potential to
meet the academic demands of a SCQF Level 9 award.
Ideally, candidates should be working in a supervisory or
management position.
+ Relevant qualifications include HNC Social Care, SVQ4,
Diploma in Social Work, nursing qualifications or
equivalent.
+ Candidates need to have had a good working
experience in the care sector. Some assessment tasks
require students to relate to personal experience of
supervisory / management practice.

+ Students need to have access to a computer with the
ability to develop skills in online learning, accessing
website material and word-processing of assignments.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Horticulture (Practical): College Certificate
SCQF Level 5

FT

PT

This course covers all aspects of the industry
from commercial growing to vegetable gardening
and is ideal if you have some knowledge of
horticultural practices. It will provide you with the
opportunity to develop advanced practical skills
and extend your understanding and theoretical
knowledge.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s(including English) OR
+ A SCQF level 4 course.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

The course incorporates an SVQ in Horticulture
(SCQF Level 5), formerly SVQ Level 2. It is an
industry standard qualification that employers
look for their staff to have.

Horticulture (Landscaping): College Certificate
SCQF Level 6

FT

PT

This course is academically focused at advanced
level and is suitable for you if you have the
motivation and experience to further extend your
skills such as project development, resource
management and garden design.

Entry requirements
+ Four National 5s BBDD or above OR

+ A relevant SCQF Level 5 course or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

This course will provide you with the personal
and professional skills required to be able to
design, plan and manage within the horticultural
industry and is highly suited if you are looking to
set up business in the horticulture industry.
The course incorporates an SVQ in Landscaping
(SCQF Level 6), formerly SVQ Level 3. It is an
insdustry recognised qualification that will make
you stand out to employers.

Horticulture
HNC

FT

PT

This course has been designed by our subject
specialists to provide you with an engaging and
comprehensive introduction into the world of
commercial horticulture and landscape.

Horticulture

You will be taught by experienced horticulture
lecturers with real world experience. Throughout
the course you will be introduced to areas of
specialism and develop an understanding of the
evolving nature of horticultural science and the
exciting range of career possibilities. You’ll gain
practical and theoretical knowledge which will
prepare you for employment at skilled techician
level in this diverse industry.

Entry requirements
+ Highers: C; A levels: D; NC in Horticulture (SCQF Level 5 or
above) OR
+ SVQ 3 in a Horticultural related subject.

+ PVG Scheme membership is required for specific optional
modules and units. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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REHIS Elementary Food Hygiene
Certificate

PT

This course is ideal for anyone working in
hospitality or handling food. The syllabus is set
by REHIS (The Royal Environmental Health
Institute of Scotland) and the course ends with a
30 question multiple choice exam (30 mins).

Entry requirements
+ This qualification is essential for anyone working in a food
handling/food preparation role.

Successful completion of the course provides
you with a nationally recognised Elementary
Food Hygiene qualification.

REHIS Intermediate Food Hygiene
Certificate

PT

This course is ideal for anyone working in
hospitality or handing food working in a
supervisory industry. It is particularly relevant to
food handlers in a supervisory position. The
syllabus is set by REHIS (The Royal
Environmental Health Institute of Scotland) and
the course ends with a 2 hour written
examination which is marked by REHIS.

Entry requirements
+ REHIS Elementary Food Hygiene Certificate or equivalent.

Successful completion of the course provides
you with a nationally recognised Intermediate
Food Hygiene qualification.

Hospitality
and Tourism

The Hospitality and Tourism Academy (HATA) was

launched by Albert Roux and Shirley Spear in 2013.
Some well-known chefs who have studied with us
include Lorna McNee (Michelin Star chef and UHI
Alumni Award winner 2021) and Ross Burgess

(contestant on MasterChef: The Professionals 2020).
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Scottish Personal Licence Holders
Certificate

PT

This Unit focuses on understanding how the
licensing process works in Scotland, how people
employed within the licensed trade can work
responsibly and the consequences of this if they
don’t. The Unit forms the Scottish Certificate for
Personal License Holders Group Award.

Whisky Course
College Certificate

Entry requirements
+ You should be able to show that you have some
knowledge and or experience of the licensed on-sales or
off-sales trade in Scotland - for example, by working or
through prior study.

ON

The course will provide a grounding in the history
of whisky making, the production process and
marketing of the product and will develop skills in
nosing and tasting.

Entry requirements
+ Please note that, because whisky samples are an integral
part of this course, it is available only to persons of 18
years and above.

In particular, it will focus on developing an
appreciation of the general characteristics of the
different styles and types of Scotch whisky.

Employers will look for the relevant qualifications
when they are appointing new staff for the
licensed trade. They also expect their existing
staff to have these qualifications.

The course is especially relevant to those who
work in the Scotch whisky, hospitality, leisure &
tourism and retail industries, but it is available to
anyone of appropriate age (18 or above) with an
interest in whisky. At the end of this course you
will receive a UHI Moray Certificate.

Understanding and applying skills in these key
areas are important because they help you work
effectively in your present job and also prepare
you for jobs within the sector that you may do in
future.
Developing your knowledge of the licensing
legislation helps you deal with today’s rapidly
changing world and improve your career
prospects. That’s also why employers value
them.

Scottish Personal Licence Holders (Refresher)
Certificate

PT

The Scottish Certificate for Personal Licence
Holders is for those who authorise the sale of
alcohol or manage/supervise in premises where
alcohol is served.

NPA Bakery
SCQF Level 4

Entry requirements
+ A valid Scottish Certificate for Personal Licence Holders
within five years of date of issue or last refresher.

Scottish Certificate for Personal License Holders
Refreshers course must be completed within five
years of the date that the Personal Licence was
issued.

PT

The NPA Bakery has been designed to equip you
with the skills, experience and knowledge
required for employment within the bakery
industry.

Entry requirements
+ No specific entry requirements required but you must
have an interest in bakery.

The craft bakery industry currently has a skills
shortage, the public are requesting better quality
and varieties of breads and flour confectionery
made by traditional methods, and there is now a
rise in the artisan baker and flour confectioner.

Evidence of the Refresher training must be
provided to the Licensing Board within three
months after this deadline.

This part time course includes bread making,
craft baking, cake decoration and pastry.
The NPA is also suitable for those returning to
work, upskilling or transferring from other
sectors.
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Introduction to Hospitality
SCQF Level 4

FT

This introductory course will give you an insight
into a career in the Hospitality and Events
industry. This course is ideal if you have little or
no experience in Hospitality as it will allow you to
get an introduction to the skills required for work.
It covers a range of units with specific industryrelated topics to develop your knowledge and
skills.

NC Professional Cookery
SCQF Level 6

Entry requirements
+ Evidence that you can work at National 3/4 level in an
English or related subject.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

FT

These courses will provide you with an overview
of the hospitality industry with a focus on key
skills common to all customer-facing roles. You
will learn soft and transferable skills whilst
developing technical specialism in front of house,
kitchen and event activities.
You will develop knowledge and understanding of
the size and scope of the hospitality industry,
whilst being provided a platform to either
progress to further study or pursue employment
opportunities.

FT

This Travel & Tourism course is designed to give
you the knowledge, understanding and skills
required for current and future employment in
the Tourism industry.

Entry for SCQF Level 5
+ Four National 4s (including English) OR
+ NPA in Professional Cookery OR
+ Hospitality at SCQF level 5 OR

+ Relevant SVQ at SCQF level 4 OR
+ Relevant industry experience

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ Four National 5s, one of which must be English OR
+ NPA in Professional Cookery at SCQF level 6 OR

+ National Certificate in Professional Cookery at SCQF level
5 OR
+ Relevant SVQ at SCQF level 5 OR
+ Relevant industry experience

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

Entry requirements

PT

These courses are for those working in the
industry and it focuses on building and refining
existing preparation and cookery skills.
You will develop knowledge and understanding,
in addition to relevant practical skills. It is
delivered in practical kitchen and theory
classroom settings and learning will also take
place in the Beechtree Restaurant.

Entry to SCQF Level 5
+ Candidates will normally be working in the Hospitality
Industry, in a professional kitchen.

+ This course is designed to offer an opportunity towards a
qualification whilst continuing to work.

Professional Cookery
HNC

Entry requirements
+ Evidence that you can work at National 3/4 level in an
English or related subject.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

Included in this course is a focus on the Moray
Speyside Region, STEM skills (Science,
Technology and Maths) and modern trends such
as Sustainability and Responsible Tourism.
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The course develops knowledge and
understanding, in addition to relevant practical
skills. It is delivered in practical kitchen and
theory classroom settings and learning will also
take place in the Beechtree Restaurant.

SCQF Levels 5, 6

Entry requirements

Travel and Tourism
SCQF Level 6

This course builds on many of the basic skills
learned at lower levels.

NC Professional Cookery (Day Release)

NC Hospitality Operations
SCQF Levels 5, 6

Entry requirements

FT

FT

PT

This course, which can form the first year of the
BA (Hons) Hospitality Management, is designed
for aspiring chefs who want to develop skills and
knowledge in professional cookery and kitchen
management.

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: C; A levels: D.

+ Alternatively, NC Hospitality or Professional Chef Awards:
Silver or Gold: see website for details

Subjects include: hospitality supervision; food
classification and purchase; financial accounting;
and industrial experience.

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024
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BA (Hons)

Hospitality Management
This degree will give you the knowledge and skills for a successful career in the diverse and dynamic
hospitality industry. You will receive an excellent grounding through a well thought out mix of practical and
hands-on education with a strong management focus, and work experience to develop your skills and
experience. Industry links provide opportunities for networking and developing broad based experience,
both at home and abroad. This degree builds on industry recognised HNC/HND courses giving you a
good grounding for degree level study.

Structure and entry

Hospitality Operations
HNC

FT

PT

This course, which can form the first year of the
BA (Hons) Hospitality Management, will give you
the skills and knowledge needed to join this
highly competitive industry.

Entry requirements
+ Highers: C; A levels: D. Alternatively, SCQF Level 5 Food
and Hospitality Studies; SCQF Level 6 Supervision and
Leadership or Professional Cookery OR

FT

Year 1 HNC
Hospitality
Operations or
Professional
Cookery

Highers: C

Year 2 HND

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Hospitality Operations or
HNC Professional Cookery

Year 3 BA

Advanced entry may be possible with the HND Hospitality Management or
HND Professional Cookery with Management

PT

A Levels: D

Alternatively, SCQF Level 5 Food and Hospitality Studies or Event Management;
SCQF Level 6 Supervision and Leadership or Professional Cookery; a Foundation
Apprenticeship in Business Skills; or other qualifications or experience, will be
considered on an individual basis

Year 4 BA (Hons)

+ A Foundation Apprenticeship in Business Skills

Subjects include: hospitality supervision;
financial and control systems; food hygiene; food
and beverage service; licensed premises
operations; work experience; and food
production processes.

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video-conference lectures

+ Strong focus on work placements to put your theory
into practice

+ Work placements
+ Online study

+ Benefit from a range of activities, including guest
lectures, field trips, and networking to enrich your
learning

+ Extensive and diverse graduate opportunities within
hospitality operations and management
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PDA in Hospitality
SCQF Level 7

PT

Entry requirements

Professional Development Awards (PDAs) extend
or broaden professional or vocational skills and
are linked to National Occupational Standards.

+ 1 Scottish Higher at Grade C or above OR

This PDA Hospitality (SCQF Level 7) supports
continuing professional development for
individuals who hold, or aspire to hold, team
leading or supervisory roles within the hospitality
industry.

+ A relevant SVQ at SCQF Level 5 or above, eg SVQ 2
Hospitality Services

The course is designed to help address the
well-documented and ongoing management
skills gap in the sector, and is suitable for
learners who:

+ 1 A Level at Grade D or above

+ Alternatively, current or prior experience working in the
hospitality industry at team leader/supervisor level

+ National Certificate in Hospitality at SCQF 5

+ Different combinations of relevant national or vocational
qualifications and equivalent qualifications from other
awarding bodies
+ You may be invited to attend an interview

+ have relevant experience in the industry but no
formal qualifications
+ wish to develop knowledge and skills in new
areas to enhance career progression

+ have partly completed a relevant HNC/D
and want recognition for the units they have
successfully completed

PDA in Professional Pastry
SCQF Level 7

PDA in Professional Cookery
SCQF Level 7

PT

Professional Development Awards (PDAs) extend
or broaden professional or vocational skills and
are linked to National Occupational Standards.
This Professional Development Award (PDA)
Professional Cookery (SCQF Level 7) is designed
to support continuing professional development
for individuals in professional kitchens and to
help address the well-documented and ongoing
skill shortages for highly skilled chefs and pastry
chefs.
They are suitable for learners who:

+ have relevant experience in the industry but no
formal qualifications

Entry requirements
+ 1 Scottish Higher at Grade C or above OR
+ 1 A Level at Grade D or above

+ Alternatively, current or prior experience as a chef
in a professional kitchen (centres may wish to apply
diagnostic practical skills test to establish the current
level of skill of learners)
+ A relevant SVQ at SCQF Level 5 or above, eg SVQ 2
Professional Cookery

+ National Certificate in Professional Cookery at SCQF
Level 5 or 6

+ Different combinations of relevant National or Vocational
qualifications and equivalent qualifications from other
awarding bodies
+ You may be invited to attend an interview.

+ wish to develop knowledge and skills in new
areas to enhance career progression

Professional Development Awards (PDAs) extend
or broaden professional or vocational skills and
are linked to National Occupational Standards.
With a growing spotlight on baking and
patisserie, via tv shows like the Great British Bake
Off and outstanding local talents such as
award-winning patissier and chocolatier, William
Curley, there is a growing demand for
experienced professionals to bring their skills to
the kitchen.
This PDA Professional Pastry (SCQF Level 7) has
been designed to support continuing
professional development for individuals in
professional kitchens and to help address the
well-documented and ongoing skill shortages for
highly skilled chefs and pastry chefs. It is suitable
for learners who:

Entry requirements
+ 1 Scottish Higher at Grade C or above OR
+ 1 A Level at Grade D or above

+ Alternatively, current or prior experience as a chef in
a professional kitchen (centres may wish to apply a
diagnostic practical skills test to establish the current
level of skill of learners)
+ A relevant SVQ at SCQF Level 5 or above, eg SVQ 2
Professional Cookery

+ National Certificate in Professional Cookery at SCQF
Level 5 or 6

+ Different combinations of relevant National or Vocational
qualifications and equivalent qualifications from other
awarding bodies
+ You may be invited to attend an interview.

+ have relevant experience in the industry but no
formal qualifications

+ have partly completed a relevant HNC/HND
and want recognition for the units they have
successfully completed
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PT

+ wish to develop knowledge and skills in new
areas to enhance career progression

+ have partly completed a relevant HNC/HND
and want recognition for the units they have
successfully completed.
UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024
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Access to Integrative Healthcare & Sports Therapy
SCQF Level 5/6

FT

The Access to Integrative Healthcare and Sports
Therapy course is designed to equip you with the
knowledge and skills required for progression to
further and higher academic qualifications in:
+ Complementary Therapies
+ Integrative Healthcare
+ Sports Therapy

+ Soft Tissue Therapy

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s OR

+ A SCQF Level 4/5 course

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ You must accept the requirements of presentation,
professionalism, data protection, health & safety and the
integrative perspective of complementary and alternative
medicine in healthcare and sports therapy.
+ The ability to communicate with people is also essential.

Integrative Healthcare is an exciting field where
practitioners work with clients with a wide range
of health conditions, ranging from musculoskeletal dysfunction to supporting positive
mental health and wellbeing. Practitioners work
in a range of settings including private practice,
integrative healthcare clinics, hospitals, palliative
and hospice care, gyms, spas, and with sports
teams. The Access to Integrative Healthcare and
Sports Therapy course develops the skills to
allow you to progress into Higher Education
where you can gain the qualifications needed to
gain professional membership and insurance for
practice, and to support people with complex
health needs.
This course is suitable if you have an interest in
complementary therapies or you are looking to
integrate into the healthcare sector, whether you:
+ are already working within the NHS as a health
practitioner, nurse, midwife or physiotherapy
assistant

+ are working within the sports and rehabilitation
industry, hospices and palliative care

+ have completed SCQF Level 5 in beauty therapy
+ have completed SCQF Level 5 in Health and
Social Care
+ have completed a SCQF Level 5 in Sport

Integrative
Healthcare

+ are a school leaver with an interest in integrative
healthcare and sports therapy
+ are a returner to education

+ simply looking for a complete change in career

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Essential Massage Skills: Integrative Healthcare,
Soft Tissue and Sports Therapy
SCQF Level 6

Entry requirements

FT

The Essential Massage Skills course is designed
to equip you with the knowledge and skills
required for progression to further and higher
academic qualifications in:

+ Three National 4s OR

+ A SCQF Level 4 or 5 course or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ Integrative Healthcare (inc. Complementary
Therapies)
+ Soft Tissue Therapy
+ Sport Therapy

This course is suitable if you have an interest in
hands on therapies and/or integrative healthcare
or if you are looking to enter the healthcare
sector whether you:
+ are a school leaver

+ are returning to education

+ are looking for a career change

+ have an interest in hands on therapies

+ have an interest in Integrative Healthcare

Soft Tissue Therapy
HNC

FT

PT

This course, which forms the first year of the BA
(Hons) Sports Therapy and Rehabilitation, will
give you the skills and knowledge needed to
perform hands-on treatments with people who
participate in sport.
Subjects include: clinical sports massage;
prevention and management of sports injury;
pathology and aetiology of sports injury; and
sports therapy: anatomy and physiology.

Sports Therapy
HND

Entry requirements
+ Highers: CC; A levels: DD; plus a core skills profile at
SCQF Level 5 with Communication at SCQF Level 6, or
equivalent OR

+ relevant GCSE equivalent core skills. Alternatively, NQs
at SCQF Level 6, or S/NVQ level 3 or equivalent, in an
appropriate subject area.
+ PVG scheme membership is required in order to
undertake this course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

FT

PT

Entry requirements

The HND Sports Therapy forms the second year
of the BA (Hons) Sports Therapy and
Rehabilitation and builds on the HNC Soft Tissue
Therapy. It will give you the knowledge and skills
necessary to work as a sports therapist.

Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: CC; A levels: DD; plus a core skills profile at
SCQF Level 5 with communication at SCQF Level 6, or
equivalent OR

Subjects include: sports fitness and return to
participation criteria; psychology of sports injury;
electrotherapy; biomechanics and movement
patterns; and clinical and team experience.

+ NQs at SCQF Level 6, or S/NVQ level 3, or equivalent, in an
appropriate subject area, for example, health or sport.

+ relevant GCSE equivalent core skills.
Alternatively:

+ PVG scheme membership is required in order to
undertake this course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

+ You will also be invited for a group and/or individual
interview where you will get the opportunity to find out
more about the course and tell us why you are interested
in this subject area
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BSc (Hons)

Integrative Healthcare
This degree is the only one of its kind in Scotland and has been developed, in consultation with industry,
to closely reflect the changing requirements of the healthcare sector in the UK and abroad. You will
develop an in-depth knowledge and understanding of complementary therapies, research and healthcare,
while enhancing your analytical, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills. Throughout the degree there
is an emphasis on the wide range of diverse and complex perspectives of health, particularly social policy,
ethics, the law, politics, physiology, and sociology.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: CCC; preferably in Biology, Chemistry, or English, at grade C or above
A Levels: CC; preferably in Biology, Chemistry, or English, at grade C or above

Alternatively, a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP); NC Wellness
Therapies; SVQ Beauty Therapy Level 3; City and Guilds Complementary Therapies
Level 3; Essential massage skills (Integrative healthcare, Soft tissue, and Sports
therapy); an SVQ/NVQ Level 3; or other relevant SCQF Levels 5/6 qualifications will
be considered: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with: HNC Complementary Therapies; HNC Beauty
Therapy; HNC Soft Tissue Therapy; or other relevant SCQF Level 7 qualifications:
see website for details

Year 3 BSc

Advanced entry may be possible with HND Complementary Therapies; HND Beauty
Therapy; HND Sports Therapy; or other relevant SCQF Level 8 qualifications: see
website for details

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

You may be required to attend an interview

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face tutorials

+ Learn clinical skills and undertake treatments in
evidence-based therapy clinics

+ Practical sessions
+ Online study

+ Choose options of particular interest to you

+ Fully online study in years 3 and 4 will allow you to
work around personal and work commitments

+ Critical awareness of current issues and developments
in complementary therapies form part of the
programme
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Higher Human Biology
SCQF Level 6

PT

ON

Higher Human Biology is an ideal course if you
are interested in accessing HNC’s and degree
courses in Science or Nursing and are interested
in the human body.
You will learn about cellular processes,
reproduction, cardiovascular structure, function
and diseases, neurobiology and immunology.

Entry requirements
+ One National 5 or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ Please include in the personal statement of your
application if you would like to study the day time class or
the online delivery option.

Practical Science
SCQF Level 5

FT

PT

This course is both academic and practical
based, giving you the knowledge and skills on
various science topics such as biology,
chemistry, human body, forensics and
environmental science.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including Maths) OR

+ A SCQF Level 4 course which includes Maths or
Numeracy.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

This course is ideal as an introduction to science
if you have no or little background in these
subjects. You will gain the knowledge and skills to
progress further through education or enter
employment in a lab setting.
As part of the course you will have the
opportunity to attend field trips to a variety of
industries.

Laboratory Science
SCQF Level 6

Science & the
Environment

FT

PT

This course is both academic and practical
based, giving you the knowledge and skills on
various science topics such as biology,
chemistry, animal science, microbiology,
biotechnology and environmental science.

Entry requirements
+ Four National 5s at BBDD or above OR

+ A relevant SCQF Level 5 course or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

This course contains the content of a broad
range of science subjects meaning you will gain
the knowledge and skills to progress further
through education or enter employment in a lab
setting.
As part of the course you will have the
opportunity to attend field trips to a variety of
industries.
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BSc (Hons)

Food Manufacture NPA
SCQF Level 6

FT

PT

This part time course is designed to enable you
to develop an understanding of the principles of
the food and drink manufacturing industry, its
structures, processes and procedures.

Entry requirements
+ Please contact student.services.moray@uhi.ac.uk for
details.

Bioscience
This degree offers skills and practical experience in subjects including biology, biochemistry, genomics,
laboratory practice, and instrumentation. It focuses on recent advances in a variety of scientific fields.
You will learn laboratory techniques used in disciplines such as microbiology, biochemistry, chemistry for
biology, molecular biology, and genomics. On completion of the degree, you will have had a well-rounded
experience in modern science and gained the skills required for employment in industries such as
biotechnology, food and drink sector, microbiology, environmental analysis, and scientific research.

The principal aims of the NPA in Food
Manufacture are to:

+ Provide a background in food and drink
processing that can then be applied to a range
of products.
+ Provide a background in food and drink
manufacture related to a range of food
products.

Structure and entry

+ Develop a basic working knowledge of Food and
Drink Manufacturing as required by employers.

Year 1 CertHE

+ Develop knowledge of relevant legislation
and how this impacts on the food and drink
manufacturing industry.

FT

PT

Highers: BCC; must include two science subjects, one of which should ideally be
Maths
A Levels: CC; including one science subject

You must also have a National 5, or equivalent, in Chemistry and Maths

+ Develop awareness of the commercial and
social drivers that affect the food and drink
industry.

Alternatively, an appropriate Access to Science course; Foundation Apprenticeship
Food and Drink Technologies plus 2 Highers in science (Chemistry or Biology) and
English, and National 5 Maths; Foundation Apprenticeship Scientific Technologies
(Laboratory Skills) plus one Higher in Science and National 5 Chemistry; NC Applied
Science Level 6; Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP); or other qualifications
or experience may be considered: see website for details

+ Develop understanding of how sustainability
issues affect the food and drink manufacturing
industry locally and on a global scale.

+ Facilitate progression to employment or further
training within the Food and Drink Industry.

Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Applied Sciences (120 credits), and
at least grade B in the Graded Unit, or other relevant HNC

Year 3 BSc

Advanced entry may be possible with an HND Applied Sciences, preferably with
grade A in the Graded Unit, or other relevant HND

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

Applied Sciences
HNC

FT

PVG scheme membership is required to undertake specific optional modules. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg
PT

This is a broad-based course offering an
introduction to advanced level science. You will
study a range of topics including cell biology,
chemistry, ecology, maths, and physics for life
science.
Throughout the course you will acquire a range
of practical skills and experience in science
disciplines to prepare you for employment or
further study. The course provides a strong base
for progression to higher level study, such as our
BSc (Hons) Bioscience, BSc (Hons)
Environmental Science, BSc (Hons) Geography,
and BSc (Hons) Optometry.
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Entry requirements
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D; in a science subject, preferably
Biology, Chemistry, or Physics; PLUS National 5 Chemistry
or Biology, or equivalent.
+ Alternatively, an NC or NQ in a science related subject; OR
+ Foundation Apprenticeship Food and Drink Technologies,
plus a Higher Science; OR
+ Foundation Apprenticeship Scientific Technologies
(Laboratory Skills), plus National 5 Chemistry or Biology;
or equivalent, plus interview

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video-conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Gain valuable experience of laboratory practice
in chemistry, biology, and instrumentation used in
industry

+ Weekly practical laboratory sessions at your
location of study

+ Online study

+ Prepares you for employment in a wide range of
scientific disciplines

+ High importance is given to practical skills and data
handling

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BSc (Hons)

BSc (Hons)

Environmental Science

Archaeology and
Environmental Studies

If you are passionate about understanding the processes that shape our natural environment and are
keen to develop the scientific and analytical skills required to work as an environmental scientist, then this
degree is for you. You won’t find a better classroom in which to study than in the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland, undeniably one of the world’s best ‘living laboratories’. You will develop core scientific and
analytical skills through coursework in laboratories and access to specialist analytical equipment. A key
part of the course is undertaking an annual residential field module which will allow you to develop your
field skills while working in some of the most outstanding habitats.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: CCC

This degree gives you the opportunity to study in one of the best natural and archaeological landscapes
in the UK and focuses on the scientific aspects of archaeology combined with sustainability issues,
techniques in field-based evidence, and ethics. The course’s residential field modules, based at some of
the best conservation sites in the Highlands and Islands, will enable you to develop your environmental
and archaeological skills. The graduate attributes that you develop will provide opportunities for you to
pursue a career across a variety of research, policy, and interpretation roles, in a wide range of wildlife and
heritage organisations.

Structure and entry

A Levels: CC; including one science subject

The above must include a science subject plus National 5, or equivalent, in
Chemistry at grade C

Alternatively, a Foundation Apprenticeship Scientific Technologies (Laboratory
Skills) plus one Higher at grade C and National 5 in Chemistry at grade C, or
equivalent; Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP); or other qualifications or
experience will be considered on an individual basis: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with HNC Applied Sciences or
HNC Countryside and Environmental Management

Year 3 BSc

Advanced entry may be possible with HND Countryside Management

Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: CCC
A Levels: CC

Alternatively, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or applicants with other
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis
Year 2 DipHE
Year 3 BSc
Year 4 BSc (Hons)

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

PVG scheme membership is required to undertake specific optional modules. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Features

+ Face-to-face and video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Study in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, one of
the world’s best ‘living laboratories’

+ Field trips

+ Work placement
+ Online study
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Features

+ Video conference lectures and tutorials

+ Develop your skills in some of the UK’s best sites for
nature or heritage conservation

+ Field trip

Study method
+ Practical laboratory sessions

Study method

+ Undertake a residential field module each year at
locations throughout the region

+ Access to specialist analytical equipment and
laboratories

+ Online study

+ Combine two subjects in this joint honours degree
+ Your work placement in year four will give you the
opportunity to engage with external agencies

+ You can study full time or part time to suit your personal
circumstances

+ Gain industry experience in year four through a work
placement

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024
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Higher Psychology
SCQF Level 6

EVE

This course aims to stimulate your interest in
psychology by providing both a broad overview
of the discipline and the opportunity to study a
selection of topics in depth.

Entry requirements
+ One National 5 (ideally Psychology, or English related
subject)

There are a range of occupations that benefit
from having an understanding of psychology.
Specific jobs in the psychological field include
Educational Psychology, Forensic Psychology
and Occupational Psychology.
You will study a range of areas such as where
phobias come from, what happens in our brains
when we sleep and why we conform to social
rules.

Social Sciences
SCQF Level 5

FT

This course provides a foundation understanding
of what society and social behaviour are all
about. It offers you the opportunity to examine
your own life and lives of others in your local
area, in Scotland, in the UK and across the world.
You will be helped to look in more detail at the
reasons why people do what they do and explore
the personal, social, political and historical
reasons for different behaviours. All of these
questions are posed to encourage you to expand
your mind and see a much bigger picture.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including an English related subject) OR
+ A SCQF Level 4 course.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

You will be introduced to theoretical concepts
and will be helped to apply them to your everyday
lives. You will look at where perceptions of crime
comes from, where your own sense of identity
and belonging comes from and how politics is
connected to almost every aspect of our lives.

Social
Sciences

This course lays foundations for lifelong learning
and helps develop transferable skills such as
problem solving, time management and social
awareness all of which will help you progress with
your studies and boost your CV and future career
prospects.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BA (Hons)

Social Sciences
SCQF Level 6

FT

PT

This course will provide you with both a broad
and a detailed understanding of the different
Social Science subjects.
It offers you the opportunity to examine how
society works and to compare your own realities
with those of other cultures.

Entry requirements
+ Four National 5s (including a social and English related
subject) at BBDD or above OR
+ A SCQF Level 5 course or equivalent.

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

It also gives you the tools to understand the
meaning behind our actions and to put our own
experiences into a wider societal context.
This course provides students with a clear and
detailed grasp of how different parts of our lives
are influenced by the same things for example
disability, economics, transport links, climate
change and COVID-19.

Social Sciences
If you are curious about how society works and how and why people interact with one another in the way
they do, this degree will give you an insight into the everyday life of our communities and workplaces.
You will focus on sociology, politics, and psychology and will study society, its people, and its institutions.
There is a strong emphasis on research methods, which will give you the skills necessary to carry out
independent research for your future career, including your dissertation in the fourth year. There are also
other options available to you including history, theology, philosophy, literature, and criminology.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

Studying humanity shows us how alike we are
and how similarly we experience life.

Year 2 DipHE
PT

This course may provide advanced entry to year
two of our humanities degrees and deals with key
areas of social science study such as politics,
sociology, criminology, history, and psychology.

Entry requirements
+ Highers: C; A Levels: D; preferably English or another
social subject such as History, Politics, Modern Studies,
Geography, Sociology, or Psychology.

+ Alternatively, an NC or access course in a related subject

You will be supported to develop your research,
critical thinking, and complex problem-solving
skills by looking for creative solutions to social,
political, and psychological problems.
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Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SCQF credits) with
three additional SCQF credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

Year 3 BA
Year 4 BA (Hons)

PVG scheme membership is required to undertake specific optional modules. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

It has been designed to help you understand the
world around you and recognise what part you
play in creating changes.

Throughout the course there will be a series of
guest lectures and visits from related sectors to
enrich your learning.

Highers: BBC
At least two should be from the list of relevant academic subjects: see website for
details
Alternatively, a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP), or other relevant
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details

Social Sciences*
FT

PT

A Levels: BC

The course therefore enables students to
recognise their own role and those of others in
achieving greater understanding.

HNC

FT

Study method

Features

+ Scheduled video conference lectures and tutorials

+ Develop research and methodological skills, which
you can take with you into your future career

+ Online study

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour weekly
time-tabled video conference lecture which you
should attend on campus
*subject to approval

+ Develop transferable skills in problem solving, group
working, and communication, all of which are highly
valued by employers
+ Specialise in particular disciplines as you progress
through your studies
For joint degree options see page 117
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BA (Hons)

BSc (Hons)*

Archaeology

Archaeological Science

With world-renowned archaeological heritage sites such as Skara Brae, Maeshowe, the Camster Cairns,
and Mousa Broch, what better place could there be to study archaeology than in the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland? Our degree is closely linked to the distinctive cultural heritage of Scotland but places
that within a much broader global context. There is a strong emphasis on developing archaeological skills
in areas including field archaeology (excavation and survey), environmental archaeology (zooarchaeology,
archaeobotany and osteoarchaeology), as well as digital archaeology (photogrammetry), and
archaeological illustration.

Are you interested in archaeology but wish to focus on the scientific elements of this field of study? If so,
the BSc (Hons) Archaeological Science could be perfect for you. Complementing our existing range of
archaeology programmes, this exciting degree explores a variety of science-based methods that form
an integral part of archaeological research, from archaeobotany to zooarchaeology. You will develop your
scientific skills and knowledge through a range of science-orientated modules and participate in a variety
of activities including world-renowned archaeological excavations, laboratory-based study, field-schools,
and actively engaging in research.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: BBC

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

A Levels: BC

Highers: BBC
These must include a science subject at grade C or above

Alternatively, a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP), or other
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details

Alternatively, the satisfactory completion of our Archaeology and Local Studies
access course, a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP), or other relevant
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details
Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SQA credits) with
three additional SQA credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

PT

A Levels: BC

At least two of the above should be from the list of relevant subjects: see website for
details

Year 2 DipHE

FT

Year 2 DipHE
Year 3 BSc
Year 4 BSc (Hons)

Year 3 BA
Year 4 BA (Hons)

Study method
+ Scheduled video conference lectures and
tutorials
+ Online study

+ Practical field and project work

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour
weekly time-tabled video conference lecture
which you should attend on campus

Features

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video-conference lectures

+ Develop practical environmental archaeology skills

+ Tutorials

+ Develop skills in surveying, fieldwork, and postexcavation practices

+ Put your skills into practice through archaeological
placements

+ Online study

+ You will be required to attend 2 x two-week
summer residential modules as part of this
course: see website for details

+ Choose from a range of many interdisciplinary
subjects to suit your own interests and career path

+ Gain invaluable workplace experience and develop
real-world skills for life after your degree

+ Study abroad in your third year in Canada or America
+ Take part and gain skills in excavation at one of our
research excavations
For joint degree options see page 117

+ Choose a single-honours or one of the many jointhonours courses available
For joint degree options see page 117

*subject to re-validation: see website for up-to-date details
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BA (Hons)

BA (Hons)

Culture and Heritage

History

If you have a broad interest in Scotland and in the Highlands and Islands region in particular, this
programme will appeal to you. You will explore key cultural, historical, literary, language, musical, and
philosophical issues at both national and regional levels, as well as placing them within a global context.
The programme covers everything from art, film and literature to museums, Vikings and plants. You can
set your own research agendas, choosing your own topics for study at all levels to bring together the
multi-disciplinary teaching and learning you will experience throughout your studies.

This course investigates the cultural, political, social, and economic history of Britain, Europe and the
Atlantic World. In the first two years you will follow a broad approach to the study of history from the
medieval to the modern period. In years three and four, you will examine in-depth particular topics of
history, allowing you to study specific places, periods and themes which reflect staff specialisms. You
can also choose to specialise in Scottish History at the upper levels, and graduate with a BA (Hons)
Scottish History degree.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: BBC

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

A Levels: BC

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SCQF credits) with
three additional SCQF credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

Highers: BBC
At least two should be from the list of relevant academic subjects: see website for
details
Alternatively, other humanities or Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details

Year 2 DipHE

Year 3 BA

Year 3 BA

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SCQF credits) with
three additional SCQF credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

Study method

Features

Study method

Features

+ Scheduled video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Gain a unique understanding of the communities of
the Scottish Highlands and Islands – the customs,
traditions, and values

+ Scheduled video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Taught by lecturers engaged in cutting-edge
research

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour
weekly time-tabled video conference lecture
which you should attend on campus

+ Occasional (voluntary) field trips will enhance your
experience

+ Online study

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour
weekly time-tabled video conference lecture
which you should attend on campus

+ Choose from a range of many interdisciplinary
subjects to suit your own interests and career path
+ Choose a single-honours or one of the many jointhonours courses available
For joint degree options see page 117

PT

A Levels: BC

At least two should be from the list of relevant academic subjects: see website for
details
Alternatively, a relevant Scottish Wider Access Programme (SWAP), or other
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details

Year 2 DipHE

FT

+ Online study

+ Volunteering opportunities at local museums and
archives

+ Attend regular talks hosted by UHI Centre for History
+ Opportunities to hear from guest speakers
For joint degree options see page 117
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BA (Hons)

BA (Hons)

Literature

Philosophy

If you are passionate about reading and would like to turn this interest into a career, this course is ideal.
You will explore literature in a global context, looking in-depth at language and literary history within texts
and on the international literary stage. Modules cover a wide range of authors, in English and translation,
as well as theory from the classical to the contemporary. With a solid foundation in genres and periods in
years one and two, and research-based modules in years three and four, our graduates are confident and
enthusiastic writers, researchers and readers.

If you have an interest in exploring views, ideas, theories, practices and behaviours, this is the course
for you. A core strength of philosophical studies is in developing your ability to think well, spot errors
in reasoning, analyse complex issues and arguments, build a strong case, and make a point with clarity
and precision. Throughout the course you will apply this analytical and critical thinking to a range of 21st
century issues such as: Is humanity headed in the right or wrong direction? Will religion ever become
obsolete? What is the future of artificial intelligence?

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: BBC

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

A Levels: BC

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SCQF credits) with
three additional SCQF credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

Highers: BBC
At least two of the above should be from the list of relevant academic subjects: see
website for details
Applicants with other relevant qualifications or experience will be considered on an
individual basis

Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SQA credits) with
three additional SQA credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

Year 3 BA

Year 3 BA

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Year 4 BA (Hons)

Study method

Features

Study method

Features

+ Scheduled video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Study literature in an international context

+ Scheduled video-conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Focus on problematic concepts such as existence,
reason and truth; as well as politics, economics,
religion, science, and ethics

+ Online study

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour
weekly time-tabled video conference lecture
which you should attend on campus

+ Wide variety of module choices

+ Advanced specialist modules alongside more
traditional content
+ Close partnerships with local organisations

+ Learn from internationally recognised experts
For joint degree options see page 117
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PT

A Levels: BC

Must include English at grade C or above, plus one from the list of relevant academic
subjects: see website for details
Alternatively, other humanities or Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details

Year 2 DipHE

FT

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

+ Online study

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour
weekly time-tabled video conference lecture
which you should attend on campus

+ Discuss or present papers with fellow students and
staff through regular philosophy reading groups
+ Participate in organisations that actively focus on
issues in society to put your views and beliefs into
action
For joint degree options see page 117

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BA (Hons)

BA (Hons)

Philosophy, Politics and
Economics

Theological Studies

This multidisciplinary honours degree will give you the opportunity to study the three most significant
realities impacting people’s lives. The comprehensive programme allows you to explore and gain an
understanding of the key themes within each of the three fields, and you will be encouraged to debate,
discuss, and critically think about issues in life and society. Graduates will be fully equipped with the
knowledge and skills to deal with current and future issues worldwide.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: BBC

This honours degree gives you a broad knowledge and understanding of the main disciplines of Christian
theology, and the personal and professional capabilities required for a variety of ministries or general
employment. The degree is led by Highland Theological College (HTC), a non-denominational college
recognised by the Church of Scotland, the Associated Presbyterian Churches, the United Free Church of
Scotland, and other denominations, as a training provider. You will read a wide range of theology across all
main traditions and have access to special collections in HTC's impressive library of 65,000 volumes.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

A Levels: BC

At least two should be from the list of relevant academic subjects: see website for
details
Alternatively, other humanities or Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other
qualifications or experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for
details

Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Social Sciences (12 SCQF credits) with
three additional SCQF credits at Level 7, and at least grade C in the Graded Unit

FT

PT

Highers: CCC
A Levels: CC

Alternatively, our Access to Christian Theology, a relevant Scottish Wider Access
Programme (SWAP), or other qualifications and experience, will be considered on an
individual basis: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE

Year 3 BA
Year 4 BA (Hons)

Year 3 BA
Year 4 BA (Hons)

PVG scheme membership is required to undertake specific optional modules. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Study method

Features

+ Scheduled video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Study three influential disciplines in a regional,
national, and international context

+ Online study

+ Each module normally involves a two-hour
weekly time-tabled video conference lecture
which you should attend on campus

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video conference lectures and
tutorials

+ Work placement opportunity in year three

+ Online study

+ You will gain skills that will enable you to pursue
careers in various fields including economics, local
and national government, civil and diplomatic
services, teaching profession, journalism, or banking

+ Work placement

+ There is normally a weekly two-hour timetabled
video conference lecture for each module

+ Ideal course for prospective ministers and pastors,
ordained local ministers, readers, missionaries, and
religious studies teachers

+ Visiting speakers will give you a flavour of the
different areas of service that may be of interest for
future employment, or volunteering
For joint degree options see page 117

For joint degree options see page 117
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BA (Hons)

Literature and Creative Writing
Are you passionate about reading and interested in the study of literature, but also keen on developing
your own creative writing? If so, this exciting degree gives you the chance to do both. You will explore
literature in a global context, looking in-depth at language and literary history within texts and on the
international literary stage. You will also receive a solid grounding in the creative principles, in both form
and structure, of four of the main areas of creative writing: poetry; prose; playwriting; and the screenplay,
and will explore how these can inform and support other areas of professional writing.

Structure and entry
Year 1 CertHE

FT

PT

Highers: BBC
A Levels: BC

The above must include English at grade C or above, plus one from the list of
relevant subjects: see website for details
Alternatively, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other qualifications or
experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for details
Year 2 DipHE
Year 3 BA
Year 4 BA (Hons)

You must also submit a portfolio of examples of creative writing (up to 3,000 words, preferably in three
different styles or genres) and attend an interview either in person, by phone, or by video call

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face and video-conference seminars

+ Taught by experienced staff from a variety of literary,
creative, and professional backgrounds

+ Residential experiences
+ Online study

+ Most modules involve a two-hour weekly timetabled video conference lecture which you should
attend on campus
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+ Present your own work using traditional methods as
well as new technologies and publishing platforms
+ Residential experiences will enrich your learning

+ Develop skills to become a confident and enthusiastic
writer, researcher, and reader
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Joint
honours

Joint degree options
Archaeology +
Criminology

Gaelic Studies

FT PT

FT PT

Literature

FT PT

Sociology

FT PT

Theology

FT PT

Criminology +
Theology

Culture and Heritage +

FT PT

Archaeology

FT PT

Criminology

FT PT

Gaelic Studies

FT PT

History

FT PT

Literature

FT PT

Politics

FT PT

Sociology
Most of our humanities subjects can be
studied as joint honours, as well as single
honours degrees. The joint honours
programmes give you the opportunity to
combine two subjects which complement
your interests or career goals

Theology

You will usually concentrate on both
subjects equally, therefore while your study
of any subject will be more in depth in the
single honours, you will have a wider range
of skills to take into the workplace with a
joint honours degree
It may be possible to transfer between
single and joint honours options, usually
during your first or second year, however
advice will be available throughout your
studies from your personal academic tutor
117

Study mode
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Literature +

Study mode

Criminology

FT PT

Politics

FT PT

Sociology

FT PT

Theology

FT PT

Philosophy +
History

Literature

FT PT

FT PT

Politics

FT PT

Sociology

FT PT

Theology

FT PT

Politics +

Archaeology

FT PT

FT PT

Criminology

FT PT

FT PT

Theology

FT PT

Archaeology

FT PT

Criminology

FT PT

Sociology +

Gaelic Studies

History +

Criminology

FT PT

FT PT

Politics

FT PT

Literature

FT PT

Theology

FT PT

Politics

FT PT

Sociology

FT PT

Theology

FT PT

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Access to Sport, Fitness and Uniformed Services
SCQF Level 4

FT

This course is designed to give you the skills,
knowledge and understanding for access into
our full-time SCQF Level 5 programme.

Entry requirements
+ No formal entry requirements

A range of sport and fitness topics will be
covered and you will gain industry coaching
awards.
You will have the opportunity to enhance your
employment skills through our engagement with
local employers in the sport, fitness and
uniformed service industry.

Sports Coaching Skills
SCQF Level 6

ON

This online course provides an opportunity to
bring coaches and aspiring coaches together,
from a range of different sports and
backgrounds, to provide a network of support to
develop and enhance knowledge and delivery
within their specific fields.

Entry requirements
+ No formal entry requirements

Each 2 hour session will include online lectures
with an additional 10 hours of interactive
reflective practise through discussion boards.
This course can be linked to sport’s governing
bodies as part of CPD for coach licenses, which
many organisations require to keep the coaches
in the community upskilled and progressive.

Sport
and Fitness
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Sport Coaching and Performance Pathway
(Football, Fitness or Multi-Sports)
SCQF Level 5

FT

The aim of this course is to provide you with a
background knowledge of duties in the sport and
fitness industry. As well as gaining educational
skills, you will also participate in a work
placement over the year to enhance your
employability skills. The placement will be carried
out in one of the three areas; football, fitness or
multi-sport.
You will have opportunity to explore several
aspects of sport and fitness studies in a
theoretical and practical way.

Entry requirements
+ Three National 4s (including PE) OR
+ A SCQF Level 4 course

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above

+ If you do not have an appropriate PE qualification, you will
be invited to attend a practical assessment.

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Fitness, Health and Exercise
HNC

FT

PT

This course, which is the first year of the BA
(Hons) Sports Management, will introduce you to
the fundamental principles of training and
science, the interdisciplinary nature of fitness
and exercise, and how to involve individuals in
their own fitness and health.

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: CC; A Levels: DD; these should preferably include
English plus a science subject or Mathematics.
+ Alternatively, a relevant NC/NQ at SCQF Level 6.

+ PVG scheme membership is required in order to
undertake these courses. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Subjects include: exercise and fitness: health and
safety management; nutrition for fitness; health
and exercise; first aid for sport and fitness; and
health screening.

This course will provide opportunities to visit
local and regional leisure facilities. It will also give
you the opportunity to participate in a residential
trip at the end of the academic year.

Sport and Fitness: College Certificate
SCQF Level 6

FT

This course will equip you with a balance of
vocational skills related to the areas of fitness
and sport, providing an integrated programme of
theory and practice to enable you to work
effectively in a variety of sectors in the sports
and fitness industry at a leadership level.
You will work closely with local sport and fitness
providers as well as local authorities to deliver
sport and fitness sessions in the community.
You will gain the appropriate skills to enter
employment initially at operational level within
leisure and sports centres, however, you should
have developed the skills to take advantage of
coaching and supervisory posts.
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Sports Coaching and Development
HNC

Entry requirements
+ Two National 4s and Two National 5s (including PE and
English) at C or above OR
+ A relevant SCQF Level 5

+ Applications are encouraged from prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as listed above.

+ If you do not have an appropriate PE qualification, you will
be invited to attend a practical assessment.

+ Category 1 PVG course: PVG Scheme membership is
required to successfully achieve target qualification,
where there is guaranteed contact with vulnerable groups
in key elements of the course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg
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FT

PT

This course, which is the first year of the BA
(Hons) Sports Management, will allow you to
develop an understanding of both the theoretical
and practical issues relating to a career in sports
coaching for indoor or outdoor sports.
Subjects include: sports coaching and
development; coaching children; human
anatomy, physiology and biomechanics in sport;
strength and conditioning; and first aid.

Entry requirements
Entry to year one (HNC)
+ Highers: CC; A Levels: DD; these should preferably include
English plus a science subject or Mathematics.
+ Alternatively, a relevant NC/NQ at SCQF Level 6.

+ PVG scheme membership is required in order to
undertake these courses. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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BSc (Hons)

BA (Hons)

Sport and Fitness

Sports Management

This honours degree is designed to be a diverse sport and fitness qualification with a focus on
practical application of skills that enables you to put theory into practice. The course will provide
scientific, underpinning knowledge and technical skills in this specialist field, as well as a solid
foundation for a career in the sport and fitness industry. A large number of volunteering opportunities
are available to support you in building strong vocational experiences alongside your academic
profile. The university is a Higher Education Associate Partner with CIMSPA and this programme is a
named Associated Course. We are one of two institutions in Scotland to hold this and the partnership
offers many benefits for students.

This broad-based management qualification will introduce you to all aspects of today’s modern sporting
business. In the first two years of the degree, you will have the option of studying either sports coaching
and development, or fitness, health and exercise. In years three and four of your studies, modules will
focus on sports management, complemented by a variety of work placement options. The course will
equip you with the skills you will need for a career in sports management leading to roles such as sports
development officer, leisure centre operative, or sports manager, within public, private, and voluntary
organisations. This degree builds on industry-recognised HNC/HND courses giving you a good grounding
for degree level study.

Structure and entry

FT

PT

FT

Highers: CC; preferably English, a science subject or mathematics

Alternatively, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other qualifications or
experience, will be considered on an individual basis: see website for details

Year 1 HNC
Sports Coaching
and Development
or Fitness, Health
and Exercise

Year 2 DipHE

Advanced entry may be possible with the HNC Fitness, Health and Exercise or HNC
Sports Coaching and Development, or equivalent

Year 2 HND/DipHE

Advanced entry possible with the HNC Sports Coaching and Development or
Fitness, Health and Exercise (15 SCQF credits)

Year 3 BSc

Advanced entry may be possible with the HND Fitness, Health and Exercise or HND
Sports Coaching and Development, or equivalent

Year 3 BA

Advanced entry possible with the HND Sports Coaching and Development or
Fitness, Health and Exercise, or DipHE Sports Management

Year 1 CertHE

Highers: BBC

Structure and entry

A Levels: BC

Year 4 BSc (Hons)

PT

A Levels: DD; preferably English, a science subject or mathematics

Alternatively, a relevant NC/NQ at SCQF Level 6, Scottish Wider Access Programmes (SWAP), or other qualifications or experience, will be considered: see
website for details

Year 4 BA (Hons)

You must attend an interview. PVG scheme membership is required to undertake this course. For further
information visit www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

PVG scheme membership is required to undertake this course. For further information visit
www.uhi.ac.uk/pvg

Study method

Features

Study method

Features

+ Face-to-face lectures

+ Opportunity to choose modules that will allow you to
build a strong portfolio of personal interest areas

+ Face-to-face lectures

+ You will undertake project work where you investigate
real life situations, putting what you have learned into
practice

+ Video-conference lectures
+ Group work

+ Practical sessions
+ Online study
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+ Volunteering opportunities will provide vocational
experiences to complement your academic profile

+ Develop relevant job skills through practical
application of skills which will enable you to put what
you have learned into practice
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+ Tutorials

+ Project work
+ Online study

+ You can choose to develop specific knowledge and
expertise in key business areas, such as: marketing;
enterprise; human resources management; and IT

+ Small classes give you a more personal experience of
university

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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PDA in Personal Training
SCQF Level 7

PT

EVE

This Professional Development Award will
provide you with the underpinning knowledge
and skills required to work in a personal training
setting.
The delivery of personal training services has
several essential definitive features; respecting
the client’s life experience, recognising the client
and personal trainer as partners; providing
services based on clients' preferences and
choices; and it should be inclusive, promote
self-determination and be based on personcentred planning.
This PDA would be suitable as continued
professional development (CPD) for those
currently employed or working as personal
trainers who are looking to refresh and up-skill.

Entry requirements
+ The award is designed to complement the HNC/D in
Fitness, Health and Exercise.

+ However if you do not have the HNC/D, you can still apply.
You should have good interpersonal and communication
skills, both written and oral. These could be evidenced
either by the achievement of nationally recognised
qualifications such as:
+ SQA qualifications (or their equivalent from other
awarding bodies) eg English/ Communication or other
language-based subjects to a minimum of SCQF Level 5.
+ SVQ at Level 2 in a related area, such as Instructing
Exercise and Fitness OR by other methods such as:
+ Process of application and interview

+ Current relevant evidence from the workplace, such as
reference from employer

+ To gain access to the Chartered Institute for the
Management of Sport and Physical Activity (CIMSPA)
register on completion of the PDA, you must already have
an HNC/D Fitness, Health and Exercise including the unit
H4TK34: Plan, Teach and Evaluate a Gym Based Exercise
Session.

" I gained so much knowledge on fitness and exercise
that I would never have known prior to the course,
despite having a very sport and fitness based

background. I use all this information everyday with
my jobs and have continued to educate myself
since passing the course. "
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Rianna Findlay
PDA Personal Training Graduate
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SFL Day Link
College Certificate

PT

The Skills for Life (SFL) Day Link course is a 1
year part time transition course. Students
normally attend for 1 day per week as an
introduction to college.

Entry requirements
+ There are no formal entry requirements.

You will have both a lecturer and support worker
in all of your classes and will be able to make
friends with your class mates.

Life Skills
SCQF Level 1

FT

This is a 1 year full time College Certificate
course. You will study 3 days per week and a
residential trip is also included as part of the
course.

Entry requirements
+ There are no formal entry requirements.

You will have both a lecturer and support worker
in all of your classes who will help you learn a
variety of new skills.

Towards Independence
SCQF Level 2

FT

This is a 1 year full time College Certificate
course. You will study 3 days per week and a
residential trip is also included as part of the
course.

Entry requirements
+ There are no formal entry requirements.

This course will help you move into supported
employment or Day Service provision.
You will have both a lecturer and support worker
in all of your classes.

Preparing to Work

Supported
Learning

SCQF Level 3/4

FT

This is a 1 year full time College Certificate
course. You will study 3 days per week and a
residential trip is also included as part of the
course.

Entry requirements
+ There are no formal entry requirements.

This course wlil help you move into employment
or supported employment.
You will have both a lecturer and support worker
in all of your classes who will help you explore
vocational options.
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Are you in S4, 5, 6?
Developed in partnership with Moray Council, local schools and business
partners, our Senior Phase Programme gives you a chance to experience
student life and discover exciting new subjects before you even leave
school.
+ You can study one day per week on campus while

continuing with your normal school classes the rest
of the time.

+ You could study a Skills for Work, National

Progression Award, National 5 or Higher
qualifications in a wide range of subjects, or get a
head start in higher education by studying HN or
degree modules.

+ The Senior Phase Programme can also equip you

with skills for work in a wide range of professions.

+ A Foundation Apprenticeship at SCQF Level 6 will

give you skills and knowledge through work-based
learning, as well as traditional study.

+ Whatever you choose to do at UHI Moray, studying

with us will boost your CV and college or university
application, giving you a real advantage when you
apply for jobs or further study.

+ Transport is provided from many schools in the

area.

+ If you are a pupil or parent and would like more

information about the Senior Phase Programme
contact:
Emma Innes
School Liaison
Tel: 01343 576203
Schools.Moray@uhi.ac.uk

+ If you are a pupil, parent or employer and

would like more information about Foundation
Apprenticeships contact:

Senior Phase
129
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Cindy Gee
Foundation Apprenticeship Coordinator
Tel: 01343 576430
Cindy.Gee.Moray@uhi.ac.uk

You will find lots of useful
information on our website:

moray.uhi.ac.uk/schools

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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As a learning hub for the whole Moray community, we offer
a wide range of short courses to help local people and
businesses attain their immediate goals, for work and for life.
These courses include
+ English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
+ First Aid
+ IT Skills
+ Leisure Courses

We also offer short courses for the Electrical, Water, Oil,
Renewables and Gas sectors.
Full details on entry requirements can be found at
www.moray.uhi.ac.uk/short-courses

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL): SCQF Levels 1 - 3

College placement test
and interview

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL): SCQF Levels 4 - 6

College placement test
and interview

First Aid

Entry requirements

First Aid at Work

No formal entry
requirements

First Aid at Work Requalification

A current First Aid at
Work Certificate

Emergency First Aid at Work

No formal entry
requirements

Childcare First Aid Certificate

No formal entry
requirements

Resuscitation Skills

Short Courses

Entry requirements

(This course also provides the annual skills update for holders of a First Aid at
Work or Emergency First Aid at Work certificate)
Automatic External Defibrillator (AED)

No formal entry
requirements
No formal entry
requirements

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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ICDL (International Certificate of Digital Literacy)

Entry requirements

ICDL - International Certificate of Digital Literacy

No formal entry
requirements

ICDL - Extra

No formal entry
requirements

ICDL - Essentials

No formal entry
requirements

ICDL Advanced

(Four individual modules are available: Presentation, Spreadsheets,
Wordprocessing and Database)
ICDL Advanced - Improving Productivity

ICDL is not essential
but is recommended
All FOUR Advanced
ICDL modules

Learning Steps for Microsoft Word/Excel/Access/PowerPoint

Entry requirements

Microsoft Access - Learning Step 1

No formal entry
requirements

Microsoft Access - Learning Step 2

Microsoft Access Learning Step 1 is
desirable

Microsoft Excel - Learning Step 1

No formal entry
requirements

Microsoft Excel - Learning Step 2

Microsoft Excel Learning Step 1 is
desirable

Microsoft PowerPoint - Learning Step 1

No formal entry
requirements

Microsoft Word - Learning Step 1

No formal entry
requirements

Microsoft Word - Learning Step 2

Microsoft Word Learning Step 1 is
desirable

Electrical
17th Edition Wiring Regulations

Level 3 Award in the Requirements of British Standards 7671 2008-2011 and its application to
Electrical Installations.
Inspection and Testing
Soon to be available.

Water
Hot Water Systems and Safety (Unvented)
Water Byelaws

Oil (OFTEC)

N/A

Qualification

OFTEC 101

Commissioning and Servicing of Vapourising Boilers

OFTEC 102

Installation of Oil Fired Boilers

OFTEC 105

Oil Storage Tank Installation

OFTEC 600

Commissioning and Servicing of Multi Stage PJ Oil Fired Boilers

OFTEC 201

Renewables
Solar Thermal QCF

Level 3 Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Solar Thermal Hot Water
System
Air Source Heat Pumps QCF

Level 3 Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Air Source Heat Pumps
(non-refrigerant circuits)
Level 3 Award in the Installation and Maintenance of Heat Pump Systems
(non-refrigerant circuits)
Biomass Wood Pellet QCF
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HWSS

Commissioning and Servicing Oil Fired PJ Boilers

Air & Ground Source Heat Pumps QCF
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Qualification

Qualification

600/7439/5

601/2504/4

600/7730/X

Level 3 Award in the Installation Commissioning and Maintenance of Wood
Pellet Burning Appliances

601/2957/8

Energy Efficiency QCF

601/3942/0

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Domestic Gas

Qualification

Core Domestic Gas Safety

CCN1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Domestic Gas Cookers

CKR1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Domestic Open, Balanced and Fan Assisted Flued Gas Fires and Wall Heaters

HTR1

Install, Exchange, Remove and Commission Domestic Gas Meters

MET1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Domestic Gas Fired Directed Air Heaters of rated input not exceeding 70kw

DAH1

Portable Electronic Combustion Analysers

CPA1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Domestic Gas Laundry Appliances

LAU1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Domestic Open, Balanced and Fan Assisted Central Heating Boilers and
Water Heaters

CENWAT

Carbon Monoxide Atmospheric Testing (2 days)

CMDDA1

Commercial Gas
Commercial Core Natural Gas Safety
Changeover from Domestic Gas to Commercial Gas

Core Domestic LPG Gas Safety
Changeover Core for Natural Gas to Domestic LPG
Changeover Core for Natural Gas to Mobile Catering
Vessels 1 & 2 and Electrofusion (all taken together)

Qualification

COCNI
CODNCO1

Installation First Fix Commercial Pipework

ICPN1

Commission, Service, Repair and Breakdown of Commercial Indirect Fired
Heating Appliances/Equipment

CIGA1

Commission, Service, Repair and Breakdown of Overhead Luminous Radiant
Plaque and Radiant Tube Heaters

CORT1

Commission, Service, Repair and Breakdown of Commercial Direct Fired
Heating Appliances

CDGA1

Testing and Purging Commercial Installation Pipework Ex 1m3

TPCP1

Testing and Purging Commercial Installation Pipework Not Ex 1m3

Commercial Laundry
Changeover from Domestic Gas to Commercial Laundry

LPG

Qualification

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Commercial Laundry Appliances

TPCP1A

Qualification

COCCLNG1
CLE1

CCLP1
CONGLP1
CONGLP1CMC
VESLP1
VESLP2
EFJLP1

Commercial Catering

Qualification

Core Commercial Catering Gas Safety

CCCN1

Changeover Domestic Natural Gas to Core Commercial Catering

CODC1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Commercial Catering Appliances 1

COMCAT1

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
of Closed Flue Fires

HTRLP2

COMCAT3

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
of Caravan Gas Refrigerators

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Commercial Catering Appliances 3

REFLP2

Install, Exchange, Disconnect, Service, Repair, Breakdown and Commission
Commercial Catering Appliances 5

COMCAT5

Commercial Mobile Catering
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Apprenticeships and Scottish Vocational Qualifications
combine work with study, so you can earn while you learn.
UHI Moray offers a range of Apprenticeship frameworks.
+ The key element of a Modern Apprenticeship (MA) programme is work-based SVQs, combined

with five core skills, some of which are embedded within the SVQ and do not have to be
completed separately. Some frameworks also include day or block release on campus. SVQs
can also be studied as stand-alone courses, outwith the MA programme.

+ We also offer a Graduate Apprenticeship BA in Early Learning and Childcare (SCQF Level 9)

which is the first Graduate Apprenticeship in Early Learning and Childcare in Scotland and is
unique in its structure and delivery. The programme enables apprentices to achieve a relevant
degree while in employment and gain practitioner status within three years.

+ Apprenticeships are ideal for industry, as apprentices’ competencies are assessed on the

job through on-site assessment. Depending on the framework, you may be funded by Skills
Development Scotland or through the Student Awards Agency for Scotland, and in some
instances your employer will pay, or you can study on a self-funded basis.

+ For more information visit www.apprenticeships.scot

Course Level

Apprenticeships
and SVQs

Can be studied as

SVQ in Business and Administration

SCQF Level 5

MA

SVQ in Bricklaying

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Carpentry and Joinery

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Electrical Installation

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Plumbing

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Engineering (Electrical/Electronic)

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Engineering (Fabrication & Welding)

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Engineering (Mechanical)

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ in Light Vehicle Maintenance and Repair

SCQF Level 7

MA

SVQ in Heavy Vehicle Maintenance & Repair

SCQF Level 7

MA

SVQ in Hairdressing

SCQF Level 5

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Horticulture

SCQF Level 5

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Landscaping

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Healthcare Support - Clinical

SCQF Level 7

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Social Services - Children and Young People

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Social Services - Children and Young People

SCQF Level 7

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Social Services & Healthcare

SCQF Level 6

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Social Services & Healthcare

SCQF Level 7

MA

SVQ

SVQ in Social Services and Healthcare

SCQF Level 9

SVQ in Food and Drink Operations: Production and Processing Skills

SCQF Level 5

MA

BA in Early Learning and Childcare

SCQF Level 9

GA

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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These qualifications are relevant to you if you are involved in
training, assessment, and verification.
+ The PDA Conduct the Assessment and/or Internal Verification Process is designed for

candidates who are delivering training in a classroom or any non-workplace assessment
context, while the others are designed for candidates who are training in real work settings/
industries, mainly SVQs.

+ You will gain these units by providing evidence of your competence as a practising assessor/

verifier.

+ To achieve these awards, you must be involved in active assessment and/or verification and

have the support of an Internal Verifier in your setting. You should be involved with; induction,
planning, assessment and standardisation.

Course Level

Conduct the Assessment Process

SCQF Level 7

Conduct the Internal Verification Process

SCQF Level 7

Internal Verification of Workplace Assessment

SCQF Level 7

Workplace Assessment Using Direct and Indirect Methods

SCQF Level 7

Assessment
Qualifications
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Where learning
locations
means more student
life

student support
choices
connections
and more

Locations
Student life is about more than just studying, and our campuses
are lively hubs for the whole community. Students and other locals
drop in to meet friends over coffee, enjoy a meal or attend a range
of events. You can even get your hair done!

Moray Street Campus

Linkwood Campus

+

+

UHI Moray Nursery
If you need to fit study around childcare, our
nursery can make all the difference.

Our fully qualified and registered staff take
children between 6 weeks and 5 years, giving you
the confidence and time to attend lectures and
concentrate on your studies.

+

+

+

We also offer places to the general public.

The Fitness Suite
We have our very own gym right here on campus
used as a training facility by our sport and fitness
students.
There’s also a games hall for indoor sports and
fitness classes, open to the general public.

+
+

Salons and clinics
Staff and students in our hairdressing, beauty
therapy and integrative healthcare department
offer a wide range of treatments at accessible
prices. Everyone’s welcome.

The HATA Grab & Go shop, located in the Aye Pod
Café serves a range of snacks and treats made
by our students during their studies.
Refectory services are provided by local catering
company The Bearded Chef.
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+

+

Catering on campus
Refectory services are provided by local catering
company The Bearded Chef.
Gas, Oil and Renewables Assessment Centre
This facility offers training and assessment for
industry in domestic and commercial gas fitting,
LPG gas courses and OFTEC, as well as training
in solar, biomass and heat pump technology,
amongst other specialist skills.

The Biblical Garden
+

+

This facility includes a large, covered practical
area for all-weather building work including
mechanical engineering, motor vehicle repair,
brickwork, carpentry and joinery, plumbing and
also electrical.

Training and assessment can be tailored to suit
the individual or company, and includes full and
part time, weekday and weekend attendance, and
distance learning.

Catering on campus
The Beechtree Restaurant is open throughout
the day, serving hot meals and snacks, as well as
great coffee to staff, students and the general
public.
The restaurant acts as a showcase for our
Hospitality and Tourism Academy (HATA)
students.

Linkwood Technology Centre
Courses in engineering, the built environment and
motor vehicle repair and maintenance are based
in New Elgin.

Moray School
of Art

Our horticulture courses have a practical focus,
with learning taking place at the Biblical Garden
beside the iconic Elgin Cathedral.

As one of Scotland's five major art schools, Moray
School of Art offers a vibrant home for art students,
from entry level courses for those that seek to
build a portfolio of work, through to those ready for
degree level study.
Located at the Moray Street campus, you'll be
taught by a highly experienced team who will
support you to explore and experiment with a range
of media.
Our Fine Art degree offers access to your own
studio space from year 2 onwards and our student
to staff ratios are well beyond the average of
that offered at other art schools. With specialist
facilities, you can be confident that this unique
learning experience will have all the necessary
resources at hand to allow you to develop your
creative practice preparing you for life after study.

Out of the Darkness
Theatre Company (ODTC)

+

+

Our unique partnership sees ODTC deliver our
performing and creative arts courses which prepare
students for creative careers in their specific
art forms or alternative employment within arts
management, teaching and social professions.
When you study a performing and creative arts
course with us, you get to enjoy all our campus
facilities with the expertise and support of ODTC.
Students benefit from real work experience
opportunities throughout their studies. The annual
Pantomime sees students plan, produce, and
perform in their own musical theatre production,
whilst ODTC's strong industry links allows students
to create unique performances and practice their
skills in various events across Moray, such as
Findhorn Bay Arts Festival and Frozen Charlotte.

The Alexander Graham Bell
Centre for Digital Health (AGBC)
+

+

+

An innovative research, education and business
hub, AGBC brings together expertise in digital
healthcare across the region and the whole of
Scotland.

The Centre contains a state-of-the-art
conference facility, and we can offer a full
package delivered by our dedicated events
coordination team: www.moray.uhi.ac.uk/agbc

The Centre’s teaching facilities and medical training
rooms are operated by NHS Grampian for their staff.
It’s also home to a number of business start-ups
working in digital health technologies and research.

This gives learners an internationally-recognised
qualification that guarantees they have the
skills, knowledge and abilities to continue into a
horticulture role by working in a first class, real
life working environment.
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Where learning
student life
means more student
support
choices
connections
locations
and more

Student Life

Top 10 things to enjoy in Moray

If you’re re-locating to study, you’ll find a warm welcome in Moray.
This is a friendly, supportive community, where newcomers from
all parts of the world immediately feel at home.

Life at UHI Moray

+

+

+

Moray is a unique institution. Beginning life as a
technical college over 50 years ago, it has evolved
over the decades to become an integral part
of the local community, supporting people and
businesses and helping the economy to grow.

Today we provide practical skills for life,
employment and continuing education to people
from Moray and beyond, including full and part time
students, school leavers and mature students.
We have three campuses, providing learning
spaces and student accommodation as well as
great places to eat, relax and socialise.

Life in Moray
+
+

+

+
+
+
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Moray is one of Scotland’s 32 Local Government
council areas covering 860 square miles, with a
population of around 95,000.

It shares much of what’s best about the
Highlands of Scotland, including 35 miles of
golden sandy beaches, unspoilt countryside and
rich biodiversity.

+
+
+

Moray Leisure and Sport Centres - enjoy swimming, ice-skating or gym facilities

+

The world’s only Malt whisky trail and half of Scotland’s distilleries – enjoy a tour around distilleries tasting world
famous brands

+
+
+
+
+
+

Moray Playhouse Cinema - enjoy the latest films at our local cinema

Cooper Park - enjoy our park activities including tennis courts, bowling greens or take a trip around the boating
pond

Speybay Dolphin Centre - enjoy a tour around the marine wildlife centre

Local Football Clubs - enjoy watching nail biting matches supporting our local football teams including Elgin
City Football Club
Cairngorms - enjoy skiing or snowboarding in our beautiful mountain ranges

Golf Courses - enjoy a relaxing game of golf, in one of our 18 courses including the highest tee in Scotland

Moray coastal walks and beaches - enjoy a leisurely stroll along one of our beautiful coastal trails and enjoy the
35 miles of golden sandy beaches, voted 12th in the world
Heritage attactions - from Knockando Wool Mill to Duffus Castle, or Sueno's Stone to Cullen Viaduct, you can
step back in time with Moray's rich history

Popular outdoor activities in our region include
climbing, golfing, kayaking, sailing, mountain
biking, surfing and rafting. With the Cairngorms
on your doorstep for skiing and snowboarding,
outdoor action runs right through the winter.

Home to half of all Scotland’s whisky distilleries
our region is justly famed for its exceptional food
and drink.

Moray’s history and culture is equally fascinating,
with forts and castles, atmospheric ruins and
mysterious Pictish stones to discover.
Our region also plays host to some worldrenowned festivals and events.
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International students
If you would like to study in a country of outstanding natural beauty,
friendly communities, and cities buzzing with social life and activities,
then the North of Scotland should be your first choice.

Accommodation
We offer purpose-built student accommodation in Elgin
featuring en-suite single bedrooms, with shared kitchens and
living areas, or studios with in-room cooking facilities.

+ Entry requirements and applications

We make offers of entry based on qualifications
achieved worldwide. Admission to our courses
depends on a proven level of competence in
English. If English is not your first language you
will be required to provide a recent secure
English language test certificate. For degree
study, you will need an IELTS score of 6.0, with
no elements below 5.5, or equivalent. For HNC/D
study, you will need an IELTS score of 5.5, with no
element below 5.0, or equivalent.
Courses that are taught wholly online can only
be studied from your home country.
For any campus-based courses, international
students will be required to hold a valid
Student Route visa.

+ Support and advice

Our Student Services team are here to
help you select the right course, guide you
through the application process and support
you with information and advice on visas,
accommodation, and other issues.

Accommodation is often a key consideration
for overseas students. We have modern,
purpose-built student accommodation. You
will also have the options of self-catering
accommodation or being placed with host
families. We can assist with obtaining suitable
accommodation.

+
+

+ Study abroad

+

If you are an international student enrolled at an
institution overseas you may want to get a taste
of studying abroad. A year or semester at UHI can
be a great way of gaining first-hand experience of
Scotland and its culture.
For more information on study abroad options
contact: international@uhi.ac.uk

+
You will find lots of useful
information on the international
section of our website:

uhi.ac.uk/international
Or you can contact us at:

international@uhi.ac.uk
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+

A short, pleasant walk from our Moray Street campus,
it’s managed by our dedicated in-house Student
Accommodation team.

You can choose from a single en-suite bedroom with
shared kitchen and living area, or a more self-contained
unit with its own cooking facilities.
Rent includes heating and power, as well as wi-fi and
secure bike parking. A laundry service is available,
and there’s a support system in place if you need help
adapting to student life.

Students who have secured a conditional or
unconditional offer are able to apply for a student
accommodation place. Application does not guarantee
a place in student accommodation: rooms will be
allocated on a first come first served basis.
For further information and how to apply please visit:
moray.uhi.ac.uk/accommodation

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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HISA
www.hisa.uhi.ac.uk

Heather Innes,
President of the Highlands and
Islands Students’ Association

On behalf of the Highlands and Islands Students’ Association, I would like
to welcome you to UHI. We are here to ensure your student experience
is as enjoyable and rewarding as possible. HISA is run by students
for students and we are here to represent your student voice locally,
regionally, and nationally. Our officers lobby MSPs, campaign for change,
and represent you on UHI management committees and boards.

The Highlands and Islands Students’ Association:
representing you at UHI
As a UHI Moray student you are
automatically a member of the Highlands
and Islands Students’ Association (HISA).

HISA has several roles, but improving
your student experience is at the heart of
everything we do.
We offer representation and advocacy
for around 30,000 students across the
university. Our team also organises a
wide range of events and HISA can help
you to set up clubs and societies at your
campus.
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So if you need information or advice,
have a great idea to share, or want to
put your hand up to represent your
peers, please get in touch!
www.hisa.uhi.ac.uk
hisa@uhi.ac.uk
www.facebook.com/TeamHISA

We also want to ensure you are having fun while studying at UHI. Make sure
to have a look out for our clubs and societies, volunteering opportunities,
and general activities. Our clubs and societies offer opportunities from
snow sports, skydiving, and football, to arts, literature, and anime. We
also host one-off sporting and social events and can provide support
to establish new clubs and societies, so if there’s something you’re
passionate about that we don’t already cover then please give us a shout!
From the wide range of courses on offer you will see how dynamic and
innovative your journey with UHI will be. I hope you are inspired by the
courses on offer and that you will join us soon!

www.twitter.com/TeamHISA
www.instagram.com/teamhisa
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For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Where learning
student support
means more choices
connections
locations
student life
and more

Student Services Centre
The Centre acts as a hub of student activity, and your first port of
call for help with everything from registration to graduation and
beyond.
Staff here can give you advice and guidance on courses, careers,
accommodation and other issues.
Within or through the Centre you can access a wide range of
resources, including:

Library and
Learning Resources
+
+
+

The Library and Learning Resources offer a huge
range of books, journals, e-books and other media.
The library has study pods and group work areas,
computer workstations and access to laptops with
wireless broadband.
As a student, you can request books from other
libraries within the UHI’s 12 institutions through an
inter-site loan system.

The Study Bar
+
+

The Study Bar is an innovative resource available to
all students at UHI Moray and is here to ensure that
you make the most of your potential.
As the name suggests, this is the place to perfect
your writing style or study strategy, with support
from our friendly and helpful team offering a range
of learning support services.
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Help for students
with disabilities
+
+

+

We’re committed to helping all our students achieve
their potential, including those with disabilities of
all kinds.
If you feel you need additional support because of
a disability, contact our Inclusive Learning Team to
find out about the help we can offer:
moray.uhi.ac.uk/support
As a student you may be entitled to additional
funding for equipment to help you study, and we
can help with this.

Student Guidance
+
+

+

The Student Guidance Team offers friendly,
confidential support for everyday problems.

Here you’ll find a safe place to discuss any troubles
you may have, from academic challenges to
personal issues, money problems and health
worries.

The team can provide help with career planning, CVwriting and interview preparation.
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Carers and
care leavers

Health and wellbeing

+

+

+

Carers and care leavers get tailored support before,
during and after your studies.
Our Student Services Team have experience of
working with people from varied backgrounds,
and we partner with external organisations and
charities, including the Quarriers and Become, to
offer help to carers, young people living in care and
those leaving care.

+

Looking after your health and wellbeing will help
you study better, and when you’re happy and full of
energy you’ll have more fun, and make the most of
your student experience with us.

We have a counselling service during the week and
work in partnership with the Moray Wellbeing Hub
who can offer help and support for any student
who’s facing mental health challenges.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Financing
your studies
An education is a big
investment, but one that will
pay off in the future.

+

• Tuition fees – the fees charged by us to teach
you (see table opposite)

• Living expenses – your accommodation, food,
clothing etc

There may also be specific course-related costs;
please check our website for further information.
How will I pay?
+ Depending on where you live and your personal
circumstances you may be eligible for financial
assistance in the form of loans, grants, and
bursaries. You should look for student finance as
soon as you apply, even if you have not yet been
offered a place.
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For part-time study:

+

For students who require support:

+

+

How much will it cost me?
As a student your main costs will be:

+

Scholarships
The UHI Scholarship Fund can provide a helping
hand to enable students to progress in their
studies. These are listed on our website: www.
uhi.ac.uk/scholarships

• If you are planning to study part time you may be eligible for a range of finance options, including the
part-time fee grant from SAAS (visit saas.gov.uk) or a Further Education Fee Waiver - visit
moray.uhi.ac.uk/fees
• If you have a particular need, such as a learning difficulty or disability, please speak to our Student
Finance team about the financial and learning support available to you.
Rest of the UK (RUK) students (based on 2022/23 fees):

• Degree courses are charged at the per annum cost shown in the table below for a maximum of three
consecutive years (fourth year free); the maximum fee for a four year degree is £27,750

• All HNC and HND courses are charged at £7,110 per annum for full-time study. Degree courses
comprised of an HN award as the first and/or second year will be charged at £7,110 for the HN portion
then the relevant fee for the degree year (fourth year free for continuous study)
• Part-time fees are pro-rata to full-time fees based on 120 SCQF credits per year

• UHI offers bursaries for full-time study to students meeting the eligibility criteria.

To find out if you are eligible for an RUK bursary, visit our website: uhi.ac.uk/ruk-bursary

For full-time study:

• If your home is in Scotland and you meet the
eligibility criteria, your tuition fees are normally
paid by the Scottish Funding Council (SFC) or
Students Awards Agency for Scotland (SAAS)
and you can apply for additional funding to
help you with your living expenses. There is
also a range of other support such as Young
Students' Bursary, Independent Students'
Bursary, additional loan and supplementary
grants. For full details visit:
moray.uhi.ac.uk/fees
• If your home is in the rest of the UK (England,
Wales or Northern Ireland) you can apply for
loans and grants to cover your tuition fees
and living costs through your regional student
finance department.
• Visit: gov.uk/student-finance for details on
Student Finance England

• Visit: studentfinancewales.co.uk if you live in
Wales
• Visit: studentfinanceni.co.uk if you live in
Northern Ireland

• If you are an international student, there may be
funding opportunities available for you, visit:
uhi.ac.uk/international

• If you are an EU/EEA national: Following the
UK’s departure from the European Union, EU/
EEA and Swiss nationals, who do not have
settled status in the UK, will require a Student
Route visa to study here and will be considered
as international for fees. In 2021, UHI
introduced an automatic scholarship to eligible
students reducing tuition fees payable.
UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

RUK
domiciled
studying
online

International
studying
online

Scotland

RUK

International
(INT)

£1,740

£6,960

£6,960

£88

£352

£352

BA, BA (Hons)

£9,250

£13.020

£6,120

£6,480

BSc, BEng, BSc (Hons), BEng (Hons)

£9,250

£14,310

£6,120

£7,080

£7,110

£7,440

BA, BA (Hons)

£1,542

£2,170

£1,020

£1,080

BSc, BEng, BSc (Hons), BEng (Hons)

£1,542

£2,385

£1,020

£1,180

£474

£496

Course fees 2022/23*

For EU/EEA fees: see statement opposite.
Further Education - Full time
(SVQs and NQs)

Further Education - Part time

(SVQs and NQs - per single credit unit)
Full-time degree
(6x20 credit modules per year)

Full-time HN
(15 Higher National credits per year)
Part-time degree
(per 20 credit module)

Part-time HN (per SQA credit)

£1,820

£1,285
£303

£86

*The fees for 2023-24 have not yet been confirmed. Please see our website for further details.
For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Where learning
choices
means more connections

locations
student life
student support
and more

Study at any stage
No matter what stage of life you're at, studying can be a great
experience.

At UHI Moray we offer courses to suit young people who are still
at school, school leavers and those returning to education after a
break.

Returning to education Entry qualifications
+

If you’re already working or you have other commitments, most of
our courses can be taken part time and there are day and block
release options across many subjects.

+

School students

+

+
+
+

If you’re still at school, UHI Moray could help you get
a head start into further or higher education, or the
world of work.

School leavers
+

Our Senior Phase Programme allows school
students in S4, 5 or 6 to attend one day a week,
often with transport provided.

You could access a subject that’s not available
at your school, try out a course for size, or do a
Foundation Apprenticeship (available for S5 and S6)
alongside your Nationals and Highers.

+
+
+

If you’re about to leave school you might
be thinking of studying for a degree, or taking
a shorter course which will help you enter the
world of work. We offer a flexible structure in most
subjects - so you can begin with a one-year NC
course, for example, then progress to HNC, HND or
degree level study if it’s right for you.
Full time courses generally require you to attend
classes for about 20 hours a week, though
subjects vary.

We also offer a Modern Apprenticeship
programme, where students study towards
nationally recognised qualifications while in work.
In some areas we also offer access and
introduction courses that can help you make the
leap from school to college or university.

+
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Most of our courses are available to people of
any age, and in some cases your work experience
counts towards the qualifications you need for
entry.

Part time and online study could help you combine
education with work, family or other commitments.

+

+
+
+

+

The majority of our courses are available on a part
time basis. For example, an HND which takes two
years full time could be spread over four years while
you’re working.
Some courses include block or day release, where
your employer agrees to let you attend classes on
certain days.

Others are based on distance learning and evening
classes, so you may be able to study without any
loss of working hours.
We also offer a range of professional qualifications
which can be studied on short day courses or
during leisure time.
In addition, we provide training and assessment
for certain industry qualifications through our Gas,
Oil and Renewables Assessment Centre at our
Linkwood Technology Centre in New Elgin.

Most of our courses require some kind of
qualification for entry, and details for each course
are on our website. Entry requirements can be
flexible for many courses, particularly for mature
students (21+), so you may wish to contact us
to discuss your previous experience.

Qualifications from
another institution
+

Whatever kind of study works for you, at UHI Moray
you’ll have access to great resources and support.

Study while you work

+
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If you’ve been away from the classroom for a few
years, now might be a great time to come back. You
could pick up a subject you liked at school, or try
something completely new. Studying with us could
improve your job prospects or help you start your
own business, and a short course could lead to
further study or a degree.

You can usually receive credit if you’ve already
gained a recognised qualification in a relevant
subject from another institution. This might allow
you to ‘skip’ part of a UHI degree, or enter the
course at a higher level.

Using work experience
as credit
+

Relevant, evidenced work experience, paid or
voluntary, may be accepted as credit for entry. We
might need some additional information, or invite
you for an interview.

Scottish Credit
and Qualifications
Framework (SCQF)
+
+

The SCQF gives each qualification from school,
college, work and university a level and number of
credit points.

This is used to determine an applicant’s level, and to
compare Scottish qualifications with those from the
rest of the UK and other countries.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Levels of study
UHI Moray is different from traditional universities and colleges.

We offer highly flexible, multi-level access to further and higher
education. That means it’s easy to join and leave at just about any
stage in your academic, professional or personal journey.
You can join us for a short course, or pursue a full degree or
postgraduate qualification whether you are coming straight from
school, or much later in life. You can attend full or part time or, for
some subjects, you can do your whole course online.

No matter how many semesters or years you spend at UHI Moray,
each course you take will offer a clear pathway for progression to
the next level, or to the world of work.

Further education (FE)

Postgraduate courses

Higher education (HE)

Professional
Development Awards
(PDA)

+

+
+

FE includes courses with a strong work focus, like
National Qualifications (NQs), National Certificates
(NCs) and Scottish Vocational Qualifications (SVQs).
NQs and NCs prepare students for work and act as
stepping-stones to higher education, while SVQs
provide opportunities to gain qualifications while in
work.

HE is the term for study beyond school and FE level.
HE courses include Higher National Certificates and
Diplomas, and BA, BSc and BEng Honours degrees.
If you have the right entry qualifications you can go
straight into an HE course with us, but if you need
to, you can take an FE course first to prepare.

+

+
+

These courses - including MA, MSc and a number
of postgrad diploma courses - are intended for
people who’ve already gained a degree.

PDAs are flexible qualifications and can be used
to either extend or broaden professional and
vocational skills.

Continuing
Professional
Development (CPD)
+

These are usually taken by students who have
already progressed in their careers, often
sponsored by employers.

National Progression
Award (NPA)
+
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CPD refers to training which helps you to maintain
and upgrade your skills when you’re in work, or
between jobs. It can help you progress in your
profession, or adapt to new technology and ways
of working.
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Delivered by partnerships between schools,
colleges and employers, NPAs assess skills in
specialist vocational areas like construction,
childcare and digital literacy.

Short courses
+

+
+

As a learning hub for the whole Moray community,
we offer a wide range of short courses to help
local people and businesses attain their immediate
goals, for work and for life.
These courses include First Aid, IT skills and more.
We also offer specialised short courses for the oil,
gas and renewables industry.

Leisure courses
+
+

If you are looking for the opportunity to learn and
have a bit of fun at the same time then why not have
a look at our leisure courses.
We offer a wide range of non-certified courses in
art, photography, languages and more.

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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Where
learning
means
more

1

Select your course
Find the right course for you...
browse the diverse range
of courses we offer in our
prospectus, or search our
website for more detailed
information:
moray.uhi.ac.uk/courses
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2

Select your level and
mode of study

3

Apply to

Check the level of your chosen
course... this could be an HNC, BA,
BSc (Hons) etc

How to apply
Once you’ve decided on a course, you need to submit an
application. There are different ways of applying, depending on
which type of course you’d like to take.

Work-based, leisure
and short courses

Apply online at www.moray.uhi.ac.uk

Further education
(NC, SVQ, NVQ and
City & Guilds)

+

Apply online at www.moray.uhi.ac.uk

Higher education
(HNC, HND and
degree courses)

Decide how you'd like to study...
most of our courses require
full-time study, however some
of our courses can be studied
part-time

+

+

You may have to apply through UCAS (the University
and Colleges Admissions Service) or direct to us.
Find out more on UCAS at www.ucas.ac.uk

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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means more locations
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student support
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Working with business
and industry
At the heart of the Moray business community, we have many years'
experience working with local businesses and employers to provide
customised training programmes to help business growth and employee
development.

We are committed to supporting businesses and individuals looking to
update or develop their skills and knowledge. We work with businesses
to provide training solutions tailored to specific business needs across a
range of sectors.
In addition, we have extensive experience working with partners and
industry to support individuals who are unemployed and require support
to find work, education or training.

Flexible Workforce
Bespoke training
Development Fund (FWDF) +
+

+
+
+

FWDF is open to UK Apprenticeship Levy paying
employers and Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
across the public, private and third sectors in
Scotland.
UK Apprenticeship Levy paying employers can
access training up to the value of £15,000.

SMEs can access training up to the value of £5,000.
Training ranges from business and management
short programmes, health and safety, IT courses,
mental health training, customer service and we
can develop bespoke courses in response to
individual employers requests.

We offer bespoke flexible CPD training on request
from businesses.

Moray Pathways Employability Training
+

We have developed tailored provision in:
• joinery and plumbing

• information technology

• mental health for employees
• business and management

and a number of sector-based courses.

+
+

This programme is funded by the European
Social Fund and the Moray Local Employability
partnership to support unemployed individuals to
find employment, training or education.

+

We can offer 1-to-1 fully funded and tailored
training packages so individuals can achieve
recognised qualifications and the training required
to succeed.

+

We work closely with a range of partners to provide
specialist provision to meet the individual needs of
participants on our programme.

+

We also offer sector-based training in partnership
with employers in many areas including
Construction, Manufacturing, Hospitality, Retail and
Childcare.
Employers can benefit from the programme
by offering opportunities to individuals for
volunteering and work placement.

We match individuals to employers to ensure that
they have and can develop the skills required.

UHI Moray are delivering this programme as part
of the Sector Based Moray Pathways Plus training
funded by:

Whatever your training needs please
contact us and we can discuss your
individual requirements.
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www.moray.uhi.ac.uk/fwdf
Email: jacqui.taylor.moray@uhi.ac.uk
Tel: 01343 576425
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For more information contact:
www.moray.uhi.ac.uk/esf
Email: mcemployability@uhi.ac.uk
Tel: 01343 576152 or 07385 945725

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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GLOSSARY

Disclaimer

NC

National Certificate

NQ

National Qualification

NVQ

National Vocational Qualification

SVQ

Scottish Vocational Qualification

HNC

Higher National Certificate

CertHE

Certificate of Higher Education

HND

Higher National Diploma

DipHE

Diploma of Higher Education

PDA

Professional Development Award

CPD

Continual Professional Development

All photographs and images used in this prospectus are protected by copyright and may
not be reproduced without permission.

NPA

National Progression Award

Thank you to all students and staff who helped in the production of this prospectus.

SCQF

Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework

Published by UHI Moray, Registered Scottish Charity No. SC021205.
Registered office: Moray street, Elgin, Moray. IV30 1JJ
© UHI Moray 2022. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the written
permission of the University of the Highlands and Islands.
‘University of the Highlands and Islands’, ‘UHI’, their Gaelic equivalents and the UHI
brand marque are all trademarks and/or registered trademarks of the University of the
Highlands and Islands.
IBM and the IBM logo are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.,
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.

We have made every effort to ensure that the information in this prospectus is
accurate at the time of going to press. Inevitably, because of the extended lead time of
prospectus production, changes to course information may occur and we will endeavour
to reflect any such changes as quickly as possible on our website: moray.uhi.ac.uk

PT	Part time - available to study on a part time basis,
including evenings and day-release
FT

Full time - available to study on a full time basis

ON

Online study

EVE

Evening study

FAQs

Frequently Asked Questions

Degrees
BA

Bachelor of Art

BSc

Bachelor of Science

BEng

Bachelor of Engineering

Hons

Degree with Honours, e.g. BSc (Hons)

Masters
MA

Masters of Art

MSc

Masters of Science

MLitt

Masters of Literature

MTh

Masters of Theology

MEd

Masters of Education

PGDE

Professional Graduate Diploma in Education

MBA

Master of Business Administration
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Throughout the coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic, we closely monitor the ongoing
advice and impact of the virus to ensure we can support our current and prospective
applicants, and follow the guidance of the Scottish Government. Information on
methods of study may therefore be adjusted in line with this guidance.
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A
Access to Hairdressing and Beauty Therapies

Access to Integrative Healthcare & Sports Therapy
Access to Sport, Fitness and Uniformed Services
Accounting HNC/HND

Accounting and Finance BA (Hons)
Acting and Performance HNC
Administration NC

Administration and Information Technology HNC
Applied Music BA (Hons)
Applied Sciences HNC

Applied Software Development BSc (Hons)
Archaeological Science BSc (Hons)*
Archaeology BA (Hons)

Archaeology and Environmental Studies BSc (Hons)
Art & Design UAL Diploma Level 2
Art & Design UAL Diploma Level 3
Art and Design Portfolio Building

B

Barbering - Foundation Award (College Certificate)
Beauty & Aesthetic Therapies SCQF Levels 4, 5, 6
Bioscience BSc (Hons)

British Sign Language: Introduction

British Sign Language: Intermediate 1
British Sign Language: Intermediate 2
British Sign Language: Intermediate 3
Built Environment: College Certificate
Business HNC/HND

Business and Management BA (Hons)

C

Child and Youth Studies BA (Hons)

Childcare and Men in Practice SCQF Level 6
Childhood Practice BA (Hons)
Childhood Practice HNC

City & Guilds Level 2 Diploma in Light Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair Principles
City & Guilds Level 3 Diploma in Light Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair Principles

Computer Aided Draughting and Design HNC
Computer Science HND
Computing BSc (Hons)
Computing HNC

Computing and Digital Media: Introduction

Computing with Digital Media SCQF Level 6
Construction Management HNC

COSCA Certificate in Counselling Skills

Counselling Skills - Introduction College Certificate
Counselling* HNC/HND

Creative Writing in the Highlands and Islands BA (Hons)
173
Culture
and Heritage BA (Hons)

D
68
92

120
15
16
43
14
15
44
99
27

108
107
102
40
41
40
69
70

100

L
41

Developmental Creative Practice CPD Award
Digital Design and Web Development HNC

26

E

M

62

MBA in Business Administration (Aviation)

Electronic Engineering NC

Energy Engineering BEng (Hons)

Engineering Performance SCQF Level 5
Engineering Systems HNC

Maths for Engineering College Certificate

57

58

MBA in Business Administration (Environment)

21

59

Engineering Systems NC

58

Engineering: An Introduction

Environmental Science BSc (Hons)

Essential Massage Skills: Integrative Healthcare, Soft
Tissue and Sports Therapy SCQF Level 6

57

101
93

F

Fine Art BA (Hons)

42

Fitness, Health and Exercise HNC

122

Forest Kindergarten CPD Award

49

Food Manufacture NPA

99

Future Focus SCQF Level 4

14

50

Hairdressing - Current Techniques: College Certificate

69

Hairdressing - Introduction to Foundation

68

17
51
49
52
50
56
56
59
25
28
25
24
24
32
36
36
37
45

109

66

G

H

Hairdressing - Foundation

68

Health and Social Care SCQF Level 6

74

Health and Social Care Pathway SCQF Level 5

74

Health and Social Studies BA (Hons)

77

Healthcare Practice HNC

76

Higher English

66

Higher Human Biology

98

Higher Psychology

104

History BA (Hons)

110

Horticulture HNC

Horticulture (Landscaping): College Certificate
Horticulture (Practical): College Certificate

80
80

MBA in Business Administration (Executive)

MBA in Business Administration (Renewable Energy)
MBA in Business Administration (Resilience)
Mechanical Engineering BEng (Hons)

Microblading Artistry: College Certificate
Nail Services and Enhancements SCQF Level 5
National 5 in Maths
NPA Bakery

P

PDA in Advanced Manufacturing
PDA in Book-keeping
PDA in Bricklaying

PDA in Carpentry and Joinery
PDA in Engineering

PDA in Financial Accounting

PDA in Health and Social Care Supervision

PDA in Health and Social Care: Administration of
Medication

Performing and Production Arts UAL Level 3
Philosophy BA (Hons)

Philosophy, Politics and Economics BA (Hons)

80

Playwork and Early Education and Childcare SCQF
Level 5

87

Preparing to Work

Introduction to Hospitality

85

Responsible Leadership and Management for
Contemporary Business CPD Award

20

REHIS Intermediate Food Hygiene Certificate

82

S

83

Scottish Personal Licence Holders Certificate

Scottish Personal Licence Holders (Refresher)
Certificate

83

SFL Day Link College Certificate

128

Social Sciences SCQF Level 5

104

Social Sciences BA (Hons)

106

Social Sciences SCQF Level 6

105

Social Sciences* HNC

105

Social Services HNC

76

Soft Tissue Therapy HNC

93

Sport and Fitness BSc (Hons)

123

84

Sport Coaching and Performance Pathway (Football,
Fitness or Multi-Sports) SCQF Level 5

121

64

Sports Coaching Skills SCQF Level 6

34

Sports Therapy HND

64

T

78

Towards Independence

71
66

Sport and Fitness: College Certificate

121

Sports Coaching and Development HNC

122

18

Sports Management BA (Hons)

124

33

SWAP Access to Nursing

19

Theological Studies BA (Hons)

78
18

120
94
75
114
128

Travel and Tourism SCQF Level 6

85

W

Whisky Course College Certificate

84

89

PDA in Professional Pastry

Professional Cookery (Day Release) NC

82

125

PDA in Professional Cookery

Professional Cookery NC

REHIS Elementary Food Hygiene Certificate

19

PDA in Personal Training

95

UHI Moray Prospectus 2023 - 2024

63

18

PDA in Office Administration

Integrative Healthcare BSc (Hons)
Interactive Media BSc (Hons)

21

PDA in Management Accounting

PDA in Information Technology in Business

Professional Cookery HNC

I

21

89

85

Hospitality Operations NC

21

PDA in Hospitality

Practical Science SCQF Level 5

Hospitality Operations HNC

21

71

N

88

Hospitality Management BA (Hons)

111

57

Graduate Apprenticeship in Early Learning and
Childcare

15

115

61

11
32

Literature and Creative Writing BA (Hons)

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering BEng (Hons)

60

78

128

Literature BA (Hons)

Electrical and Electronic Engineering BEng (Hons)

98

Life Skills

48

Future Pathways: College Certificate

11

Leading and Managing Care Services CPD Award

Early Education and Childcare SCQF Level 6

10
10

R

Laboratory Science SCQF Level 6

90
43

112
113
48
98

128
86
86
86

Want more information?
Call our information line or visit our website:
01343 576000 + moray.uhi.ac.uk
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*Subject to validation

For full information on course content and entry requirements visit: moray.uhi.ac.uk /courses | 01343 576000
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